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Realtors learn about
new on-job hazard

Pannunzio Out At MSU

Methamphetamine residue
in Calloway house makes
Jobs ill during inspection

SCOTT NANNEY'Ledger & Times Photo

Murray State head football coach Joe Pannunzio talks to Dione Davis (9) during
last night's game at UT-Martin, which the Racers lost 49-20. This morning, athletics officials reported that they elected not to renew his contract after six years and
a 30-37 record. For additional information on the ouster and the game. see page Cl
in today's Ledger.

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Police have been saying
methiunphetamine
affects
everyone in the community —
one local realtor learned that is
absolutely true.
After spending about 30 minutes inside a Calloway County
home she was inspecting ohe
Wednesday
evening
in
September. Century 21's Loretta
Jobs felt her nose start to bum,
her throat start to hurt and her
voice become hoarse. She
learned from someone that the
person who had been living
there was arrested for making
methamphetamine.
The next day during the
weekly Rotary Club lunch, she
passed out and was eventually
admitted to the hospital.
The experience led her to
organize an information meeting
for
the
Murray-Calloway
County Board of Realtors.
Earlier
this
month.
Commonwealth Attorney Gale
Cook and Murray Police

Department narcotics detective
Chris Garland taught nearly 50
realtors about the dangers of
rnethamphetamine and what to
look for in houses they might
inspect on the job.
"When we are called to a
home, we don't know what we
are going to walk into,- Jobs
said.
Now they'll be equipped with
a bit more knowledge. But that
information doesn't include any
state legislation. Other states
require police to notify others
when a meth maker is arrested
so the house involved can be
listed as such in the deed book.
"Police here don't have to
notify anyone." Cook said.
-There has to be an appreciation
of the seriousness of the contamination and those Issues have to
be addressed."
There are different recipes
for cooking meth. One involves
using red phosphorous, usually
taken from the strips on matchboxes; pseudoephedrine. from
cold tablets: and iodine. More
common in farming areas, the

other combines anhyd r o U s
ammonia, a
liquid fertilizer,
with
pseudoephedrine
and lithium,
, taken from
Jobs
car batteries.
Drain cleaner. paint thinner and antifreeze
also can be used.
Each pound of methamphetamine cooked leaves behind five
or six pounds of toxic waste,
according to the Institute for
Intergovernmental Research.
Meth makers often pour leftover
chemicals down drains in nearby plumbing, down storm
drains, or directly onto the
ground. Labs using plastic bottles, pipe, coffee filters and aluminum can be set up anywhere
— in homes, hotels, sheds and
vehicles. And they are often
moved for secrecy purposes.
Cook said meth residue. will
become ingrained in painted
walls and carpeted floors and
seep into the ventilation system
and walls. Following a drug
raid, police take possession of
the lab equipment and chemicals
and dispose of them according

In See Page 2A

Local businessman
Key to run for
3rd District seat
Magistrate
Bobby
By TOM BERRY
Stubblefield currently repreisents
Staff Writer
Murray businessman-ferry -voters -th -the-T-444--Distriert,
A Key has filed papers with the which is located in the southCalloway west section of the county from
County New Providence Road west to
Clerk's the Graves County Line, south
Office to run to the Tennessee line and north
for the Third to Ky. 94.
Stubblefield said this mornDistrict
county mag- ing that he does intend to run for
istrates seat another term.
"Yes, I'm going to. 'I've
in 2006.
Key.63,a already got my papers filled
lifelong resi- out," he said, noting that he was
Key
dent
of already aware that Key was also
Calloway County and co-owner going to file, "Jerry came to see
of Key Auto Parts on Ky. 121 me and told me that he was
South, says the demands of run- going to be running too, so
ning the business are not what it we've talked about it. We've
has been in the past and he been friends for a long time."
Key said that he has previwants to spend more time giving
back to the people that have ously served as a member of the
given so much to him over the city planning commission and
the Clfamber of Commerce
years.
"I've lived here all my life Board of Directors and held a
and I'm getting to the point now position on the Murrayto where I can give a little Calloway Transit Authority
back," he said Thursday after- Board of Directors for 16 years
noon. "My business is not as as one of the original members.
demanding and I've got time to
,serN e
•See Page 2A
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Remembrance March
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times Photos

Family and friends of Nadia Shaheen gathered on the
campus of Murray State University Thursday afternoon for a remembrance march from Hart College to
a nearby location on Coldwater Road where authorities believe she died as a result of a hit-and-run accident last week. Leading the walk and carrying candles were her three children, Abudllah Elbannan, 22,
Samaa Elbannan, 27, and Samah Elbannan. 30. Upon
arrival at the scene, marchers observed a moment of
silence, placed flowers at the east side of the road
where the accident reportedly occurred and 'sang
"Happy Birthday."
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New development goes before boards
Barbara Campbell said they are targeting
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
retired peOlg3)1.single people and married
Staff Write(
Although popular in other cities, a differ- couples without'children, although children
ent kind of residential deselopment is being aren't banned from the gated development.
The zoning does not allow for multi-family
planned for Murray..
Jim Tate. Barbara Campbell and Dale use, which was a concern of BZA members.
Although the plans are preliminary,
Campbell are planning a dense, townhouselike development on 28.9 acres on the west Campbell said the four different floor plans
side of Murray,just south of the intersection range from 1,180 square feet to almost
of Robertson Road South and Ky. 94 West. 2.000. There are two two-bedroom, threeOnly about one-third of the area is actually bathroom plans as well as plans for threein the city. the developers plan to annex the bedroom
"We haven't seen anything like this in
rest of the property.
before, as far as the density." Sam
Murray
heard
Commission
Planning
Murray
The
about the project at its meeting Tuesday. The Perry. the city's planning assistant, told the
Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments deter- planning commission
The units will have two-car garages and
mined it was compatible at its Wednesday.
the neighborhood will hot have on-street
meeting.
Sixty-three units are planned in the first parking. The roads, which will be mainphase and nearly another 140 more will fol- tamed privately, will be about 32 feet wide
low. Nearly half of the first phase has been from curb to curb. That's wider than the
city's standard Itreet. The lighting will he
pre-sold, the des elopers said.

subdued.
"The intention is not to be a thru-neighborhood. so there's not a need for sidewalks." Perry said.
As a quick fix to fast-growing residential
areas in that part of town, Perry said city
planning and engineering officials are looking into the cost of widen Robertson Road to
include shoulders and a center line. That
road will become more of a north-south corridor as the city limits continue to expand
that direction.
A six-foot fence is expected to enclose
the development, which also will include
tennis courts, a clubhouse for activities and
a recreational area. No on-site storage will
be provided, for boats or RVs. Owners will
be required to he part of a homeowner's
association.
"This development is based on aesthetics." Campbell said.

PoliceSherifflogs
Murray State University Police Department
•The residence director at Regents College reported the smell of
marijuana on the north third floor at 6:11 p.m. Wednesday.
• A caller reported at 9:01 p.m. Wednesday a student trying to
purchase things at the coffee shop in Hart College, claiming she
has a debit card. The student does not have a card. A theft by
deception case was opened
Murray Police Department
•Police were alerted Thursday that two white males driving a red
pickup truck had been stealing central heating units in Graves
County. Officers were to be on the look out for such a vehicle.
• A wallet was reported stolen from 2:42 p.m. Thursday at 1300
Johnson Blvd.
• A theft was reported from Reflections Hair Salon at 3:24 p.m.
Thursday.
• A theft was reported at.The Keg at 4:11 p.m. Thursday.
• A theft was reported at 601 p.m. Thursday at Say-A-Lot.
• Threats were reported at 603 N. 18th St. at 8:04 p.m. Thursday.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A burglary from a boat was reported at 1:57 p.m. Thursday.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies

Recovery mode starts in Marshall County
Special to the Ledger
BENTON, Ky. -- Search and
rescue missions have come to an
end after a tornado struck
Marshall County on Tuesday.
No additional injuries were discovered during the missions.
The recovery phase is currently being implemented in
damaged areas. Power companies, as well as road crews and
telephone companies are working to restore basic services to
swim sictims. Recovery operations have been taking place
since yesterday.
Weather'
National
• The
Service confirmed a tornado
was responsible for extensive
damage in east Marshall County.
According to Marshall County
Emergency Management, the
system is currently being
labeled as a potential F3 tornado.
One death was reported due
to severe weather that struck
Marshall County. according • to
Coroner
Marshall County
Mitchell Lee. According to I.ee,

Town Crier
NOTICE
•Due to the Thanksgiving
holiday next week, city
garbage pickup will run one
day earlier in some areas The
change in schedule is for the
week of Nov 21-25 Murray
Sanitation Department officials ask customers who are
scheduled for pickup .on
Thursday. Nov 24. to set their
garbage out on Wednesday
• The Murray-Caltoway
County Park Board will meet
Monday at 6 p.m. in the
Chamber of Commerce conference room Agenda items
include a disc golf club by
Jacob Howe
• To report a Town Crier
:All 753-1916

Bob Billington

Rosie Bdtegtor Jr

Danny Fields, age 63, was killed
inside his mobile home during
the storm. The home flipped
due to high winds, then caught
on fire. The victim was found
inside the residence, according
to Lee. No one else was inside
the mobile home at the time.
Ten injuries were also reported as a result of the tornado On
Tuesday. Injuries were reported
as minor by emergency medical
services.,
Burning is only allowed from
6 p.m. - 6 a.m. throughout
Marshall County at this time.
No burning of construction
materials or other storm debris is
allowed at any time. Only tree
limbs may he burned. Citations
will he issued for those violating
the ban.
The Paducah Sun/AP
The Marshall County Public
Health Department is also offer- Rosemary Awada (left) talks with Brandy Crowle in front
ing free tetanus shots for those of Awada's wrecked mobile home Wednesday near
who need them. Shots will he Briensburg, Ky.
given to people helping with
The Service Center will be
cleanup and those who were the incident and residents of the
between the hours of8
injured in the tornado if they area will be allowed access to operating p.m at least through
6
and
.
ni
.
areas.
designated
booster
haw not had a tetanus
The Lakeland Chapter of the the weekend or as long as the
within live years.
pro- need exists.
Those who need the shot can American Red Cross is also
Individuals requesting Red
the Marshall Comity Health viding relief to Marshall County
assistance should bring a
Cross
were
homes
whose
residents
to
Department at 270-527-1496
as well as documentaID
photo
the
in
damaged
or
destroyed
set up an appointment.
a physical street address.
Wal-Mart in conjunction with des astating Western Kentucky. tion of
The Red Cross will additionchurch organizations throughout tornadoes.
be sending feeding trucks
ally
Center
Service
Cross
Red
A
iding
the county is also pros
the affected areas in
into
East
the
in
established
been
has
food for victims and emergency
Response Vehicles.
responder._ at the Mt. Carmel Marshall County fire Station Emergency support is being
Volunteer
Methodist Church on Big Bear #I. The purpose of the Service
by trained Red Cross
Highway Only' those working Center is to assist clients with provided
Marshall
their most immediate disaster volunteers from
related needs of food, shelter. County as well as surrounding
counties and chapters.
and clothing.

Forecast

lonight will he mostly vleal
with lows in the _lower.30s
Saturday will he partly
cloudy v. MI highs in the upper
50, and lows in the mid 30s.
Sunday will see highs in the
mid 50...i, ell
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From Front
However, he says that he
1,kant,to take hkvojtaeiii monI
the Murray-Calloway
community a step further.
"My brother and I have been
in business together since 1971
and I've done what I could. hut
now I'ni.at the point now to
where I can devote some of my
time to other things." he said.

Paris twister was F2
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — The National Weather Service
has confirmed nine tornadoes spun off from a line of severe thun.
derstorms that moved through West and Middle Tennessee earlier this week, causing heavy damage in some areas.
After reports of tornadoes in 12 Tennessee counties on
Tuesday. meteorologists conducted field research on Wednesday.
to confirm the reports.
Twin tornadoes with strengths of F2 on the Fujita Tornado
Intensity Scale struck - in Henry County, near Paris, where More
than 40 homes and three businesses sustained damage.
The tornado strength is determined by the speed of the winds.
F2 category tornadoes have winds of 113-157 miles per hour. Fl
twisters produce winds up to 112 miles per hour.
An F2 tornado also touched down in Montgomery County two
miles southeast of Clarksville. Several houses and mobile homes
were damaged in the Cunningham community by that twister.
Two Fl tornadoes also were confirmed in the county.
An F2 tornado followed a short, narrow track in Dickson
County, about a mile south of the Sylvia community.
Damages in Crockett, Gibson and Weakley counties were
'caused by a single Fl tornado. F! tornadoes also were confirmed
in Houston County and Humphreys County.
Meteorologists said the severe thunderstorms resulted from a
cold front moving east that collided with warm, unstable air
across the central Mississippi and lower Ohio valleys. The front
was also responsible for twistersin southern Indiana and western
Kentucky'.

Health secretary to resign

FRANKFORT. Ky. AP) —
Health, and Family Services
Secretary James Holsinger will
resign at the end of the year and
return to his former position on
the faculty of the liMiversity of
Kentucky medical school.
Holsinger's departure will be
effective on Dec. 31, according
to a release from Gov. Ernie
•
Fletcher's office.
was
Holsinger's tenure
marked by the merger of the former Cabinet for Health Services
Cabinet. for Families and
and
Key is- the second candidate
to announce an intent to run for Children. He has also struggled
with huge growth and deficits in
a magistrate's job next year.
Constable Donnie the Medicaid program that _p_r*
Seaffiled-to-run for the. Second vides _health care to Kentucky's
District magistrate's position as poor and disabled.
. Fletcher's office said no
a Dentocrat earlier this month.
The seat is now occupied by replacement has been named.
The departure continues a
Steve Lax, who told the Murray
Ledger & Times that he doesspot trend among senior managers in
the administration as Fletcher
intend to run for another term.
finishes the second year. of his

term in the swirl of a special
grand jury investigation of personnel practices.
Commerce Secretary James
Host resigned in October. And
Fletcher has gone through several executive cabinet secretaries
and chiefs of staff and communications directors.
Holsinger, 66. said in a telephone interview he actually
stayed on about six months
longer than he originally promised Fletcher to ensure the
agency did not get caught up in_
the scandal.
The special grand jury has
focused some of its attention on
the hiring of a social services
worker in an eastern Kentucky
regional office.
Holsinger said he wanted to
return to more of his normal life
and has no regrets about his time
in state government.

to En;itonmental Protection
Agency standards: but Cook
said "that doesn't take care of
the house or the building or the
farmland."
In Job's case, she didn't see
what she now knows as red flags
of a meth lab. She was inspecting the home at the request of a
lender. Job's has since had the
house evaluated by out-of-town
testers. The result: Meth residue
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MI Realtors ...
From Front

Ca

was present.
"I didn't see the coffee filters
or iodine or salt or ether," she
said. :This home could have
been vacant for. I don't know
how long. but since the lender
had it, it could have been vacant
for up the a year."
And ;he was still affected. In
addition to her symptoms. coming into contact with meth -even just its residue — can
cause breathing problems, skin
and eye irritation, headaches.

nausea and dizziness, according
to the Kansas-based Koch
Crime Institute Anti-Meth Site.
Even short exposure to high
concentrations of the chemicals
can cause lung damage and exterior burns.
Job's concern goes beyond
realtors. Other - inspectors.
appraisers and insurance agents
frequent vacant houses. She also
worries abandoned houses will
seem inviting for children to
play near.

"1 think there was a lot of
amazement." she said of the fellow' realtors' reactions. "We
hope the board of directors will
have seminars for parents and
landlords."
And she's talked with legislators.
"When we are called to a
home, we don't know what we
are going to walk into," Jobs
said. "Hopefully my minor
episode will enlighten us and we
can get some legislation."
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Kenny & Mary Beth linc.\, owners of
hoes-Miller & Churchill-l*os Family
::-1.uneral Homes, would like lb invite you
and yourfamily to join us December I, at
6:30 p.m. at Imes-Miller Funeral Home
for a Service of Remembrance. We will
begin With a candle lighting service.
followed by a message of hope. It is our
prayer that we can be ofsome help to you
& yourfamily during this holiday season.

1 he NISI Chamber Singers
present a

Dickens
Dinner
hosed

Finterill Home &
311 North 4th Si. • Murray

753-7000

c

"A Christmas (Carat"

Ti

ft

December 2-3, 2005
6:00 p.m.

Limited Seating
Reserved tickets only
- $25.00

1804 State St. 121 N.• Murray

7534111 .
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Obituaries
Calvin Edward Key
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The funeral tor Calvin
Edward Key will be Saturday at
I p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church.
Rev.
The
Tim Cole,
Rev.
the
Glynn On
and the Rev.
Kerney
Bailey will
officiate.
Music will be by Oneida White
and Kevin Crawford, vocalists,
choir of Hazel Baptist Church
and Laura Paschall and Rhonda
Lamb, musicians.
Pallbearers will be Ryan Key.
Neil Key, Paul Dailey Jr., Paul
Dailey III, John Dailey and
Dave Jones, active; Deacons of
Hazel Baptist church. Go-GetEm Sunday School Class members, Joe Fridy, Joe Bill Fridy,
Elisha Taylor, Charles Overcast
and Ruben Chrisman, honorary.
Burial will follow in the Hazel
City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the
church after 10 a.m. Saturday.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy
may be made to Hazel Baptist
Church Music Department, 301
Gilbert St., Hazel, KY 42049.
Mr. Key, 79, Murray, died
Wednesday. Nov. 16, 2005. at
8:25 a.m. at West View Nursing
Home, Murray.
A veteran of World War II. he
served with the 503rd Military
Police Battalion of the U.S.
• Army in Italy. A 1945 graduate
of Hazel High School, he served
for eight years on the Calloway
County School Board. He was
manager of Hazel Lumber
Company after he retired from
farming for 25 years. He also
sold antique glass part time. A
member of Hazel Baptist
Church for 60 years, he had
served.as a deacon for 39 years
and was a member of the GoGet-Em Sunday School Class.
Born Aug. 16, 1926, in
Calloway County, It:. was the
son of the late Jessie Ryan Key
and Eunice On Key.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Gwyn Dtiiley Key. to
whom he was married Dec. 25.
1947: two sons, Stanley Ryan
Key and wife. Mary Jane,
Lexington. and Dan Dailey Key
and wife, Marion, Topeka. Kan.;
five grandchildren, Ryan Patrick
Key and Neil Gregory Key.
Lexington, and Laura Key,
Brandon Key and Bradley Ryan
Key, Topeka, Kan.; brother-inlaw, Paul Dailey Jr. and wife.
Cheryl, Murray.

Mrs. Robbie Rowland Mrs. Robbie Rowland. 87.
Paris, Tenn., died Wednesday.
Nov. 16, 2005. at Henry County
Medical Center. Paris.
A former nurses aide, she
was a member of West Pari<
Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death \Nen:
her first husband. William Brent
Flood, her second husband.
William Rowland. one daughter.
Janice Flood Smith on March
24, 1989. four sisters, Katherine
Vaughan, May Gallimore.
Beulah Flood and Irene Hart:
four brothers; Clyde Walker.
Arlos Byars, Carlos Byars and
James Byars. Born May 9, 1918,
in Benton, Ky., she was the
daughter of the late Robert C.
Byars and Zeffie Stamps Byars.
Survivors include two sisters.
Mrs. Maggie Paschall, Murray.
Ky.. and Mrs. Dorothy Attebury.
Hot Springs, Ark.; four grandchildren. Ricky T. Smith and
wife, Veronica, Winter Springs.
Ha., and Mark Smith and wife.
Jeanetta, Stacy Smith. and Kyle
Smith and wife. Debbra, all of
Murray. Ky.: 10 great-grandchilSavannah.
Austin,
dren,
Whitney. Jeremy, Mitchell, Jana.
Jessica and Samantha Smith,
and Dixie and Corey Villanueva:
great-great-grandchild.
one
Mylee Grace Smith.
The funeral will be Saturday
at I p.m. in the LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris.
Tenn. Steve Gallimore will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Bradley Cemetery, Puryear,
Tenn.
Visitation will be at the
funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m.
today (Friday) and after 10 a.m.
Saturday.

Lester R. Smith

IM=Mk.

member of IBEW, past commander of Disabled American
Veterans and a Navy veteran of
World War II.
His wife, Ethel J. Smith. preceded him in death. He was the
son of the late Oury Smith and

4

Lary rites to be conducted by
American Legion Post #26.
Visitation will be at the
funeral home after 5 p.m. today.
(Friday).

grandchildren.
The funeral will he Saturday
at I p.m. in the chapel of•Brown
Funeral Home. Mayfield. Bob
Haley will officiate. Burial will
follow in the Highland Park
Cemetery. Mayfield with mill-

Danny Ray Fields
Danny Ray Fields, 62, Dudn
Cemetery Road, Benton, died
Tuesday, Nov.. IS, 2005, at 2:31)

II See Page 5A
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R. Smith. 96.
Lester
Mayfield. died Wednesday. Nov.
16, 2005. at
2:35 p.m. at
Jackson
Purchase
Medical
Center.
Mayfield.
A retired
• electrician, he was a 50-year

Beulah Hughes Smith.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Rose Lee Davis and
husband, Ellis, Hardin, and Mrs.
Malinda Sanderson and husband. Duane. St. Louis. Mo.:
ti‘e grandchildren; five great-
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Bush needs
to slug it out
Ile's battered and bruised and charges until it was too late and
the damage had been done.
his enemies are coming at him
Irian all sides, and if he wants
Now we have the president
to survive. President Bush is
making the same mistake, refuscuing to have to put on the
ing until now to counterattack
it slugging.
against the Democrats for their
For
totally false accusations that he
months he
lied the U.S. into the Iraq war.
has sat back
They've been making these
and allowed
phony charges for months on
the
end, yet we heard not a word
Ikmocrats
from George Bush in response.
and their
even though the record proves
allies in the
the Democrats are lying, and
mainstream
media to por- lying through their teeth. And
because he ignored them. the
him as
tray
Making
Democrats continued to dip
dishonest.
Sense
and deeper into the slime
deeper
incompetent
By Michael
more and more mud
cast
liar;
a
to
pit
and
Reagan
and until the
at George Bush
Syndicated
other stay he
Columnist
As a result of his inaction
had said not a and the failure of his staff to
word in his own defense.
man the guns and fire back, one
I attribute his refusal to get
of the most honest, decent.
down in the gutter where they
Godly human beings in America
live and slug it out with his
has allowed himself to be paintdetractors to two things: seemed as a corrupt and lying politiingly had advice from his White
One of the reasons I prefer to
cian who sent Americans to die
House staff, and the fact that he
known as a conservative and
by
be
in an unjust war brought on
isjust too darn nice to want to
not a
falsifications of the
alleged
his
strike back.
Republican
facts.
To get hack on his feet he
is that
The dishonesty of the
needs to do two things: clean
Republicans
Democrats is appalling. Their
house and get rid of the staffers
too often
who have served him so poorly. slanders of this good and decent
compromise
man make slime are made to
their ideals,
and listen to a hit of wisdom
hoping the
trom the late baseball coach Leo look pure. It is also appalling.
Left will like
t)uuruu.her"-Nice guys-finish
however, that their lies and slanthein. It
last."
ders went for so long unannever works.
With respect to his White
swered. The fault for that lies '
The Left
Cal's
[loose statt. I has e never seen
solely with George Bush. His
an administration where nobody staff. no doubt, played a large
Thoughts ,lespises
is willing to fall on their sword
Cal Thomas them anylet
he
hut
By
part in that failure,
way and, in
tor their boss. They sit around
Syndicated
them get away with it.
the end,
Columnist
and allow the president to fall.
The fact is that because of
they've sold
on his own sword, and also leak
deep religious belief and
his
out for nothuntasorable information about
guy. he has.
nice
a
is
he
because
ing.
the
ss hat's going on inside
become his own worst enemy.
Perhaps this explains the latWhite. House to make themdown
bring
CNN/USA Today/Gallup
to
est
unwilling
is
He
Bushto
the
sclses look good
that-finds that just 37
It's
survey
to.
needs
he
the axe when
' hating media.
percent of Americans approve
temper
hot
a
has
he
that
said
Nolsody_at
of President-Bus-Ifs job perPcons)ls:Una Ave. takes revolt- and tends to scream and yell at formance. Sixty percent disapfurther.
go
to
needs
He
staff.
his
ilit) tor anything. On Capitol
prove. That disapproval is up 2
a Tiit rif the Rep0Micans are - He needs-ta tare the-whole- hat
percent and the approval is
running for cos er. trying to disRemember George Tenet.
down 2 percent from last
s'ociate themselses from Bush.
the Clinton holdover CIA chief month's survey. The survey
-Yet uhi restdrra 1.1..esn't-fUe- who assured him that it was-a
reveals that the depth -of-dislike
an)bod) in the White House,
"slain dunk" - that Saddam
for the president has increased
and he doesn't veto any of the
Hussein had tons of weapons of substantially in the last six
costly junk legislation Congress
mass destiuction? Bush should . months with 17 percent disliksends up tor his signature.
have fired Tenet, hut he instead ing him a little (16 percent dis‘k hat was said about
liked him a little six months
he allowed him to retire and
John Kerry during the 2004
ago). 27 percent disliking him a
gave him the Medal of
presidential campaign. He was
lot (up from 13 percent) and 6
Freedom.
percent hating him (a 4 percent
round!) criticized for failing to
It's time for President Bush
increase). Considering that 57
respond to the charges made
to pick up his sword and adopt a percent approved of his job peragainst his war record by the
policy of "no more nice guy." In formance after his State of the
Swift Boat sets. He thought the
politics as in sports,. nice guys
whole thing would go away. so
really do finish last.
he nes er tried to answer the

1/4

Recovering from falling numbers
Union Address last January, the
decline ought to trouble him.
What he needs, in addition to
visible progress in winding
down the war in Iraq and fostering a stable government that
can take care of the insurgents,
is an issue that will re-energize
his base and show that his
administration is still relevant.
That issue should be immigration.
In light of the pictures we
have seen of the rioting in
France. the president should reshape his immigration policy
from one that works best for
immigrants, to one that protects
the life and culture of the
majority for now)of us.
Paul Weyrich, chairman and
CEO of the Free Congress
Research and Education
Foundation and one of the substantive brains behind the modern conservative movement,
recently wrote in an e-mail: "On
no issue have a Republican
adniiniStfatiOn and -a Republican
House and Senate more blatantly or more cynically sold out
the-conservative movement and
our country than on immigration." He calls the Bush administration's proposal for "guest
workers," which is nothing
more than amnesty for illegal
immigrants and encouragement
for more to come. "a scandal
and a disgrace."
Weyrich wants to look
beyond the Bush administration.
while still trying to make use of

it whenever possible to advance
conservative causes. "The next
conservatism," he writes, "needs
to recognize that when it comes
to immigration policy neither
the Republicans nor the
Democrats are our friends.. The
Democrats want open borders
because most of them are cultural Marxists. The Republicans
agree because Wall Street wants
cheap labor. The next conservatism should not -be in Wall
Street's pocket. Our country is
more important than their profits."
No votes should be bought at
the price of destroying what
attracts so many to our shores.
History, language, culture and
faith are at the center of what it
means to be an American.
These are rapidly being watered
down and compromised to meet
the needs of those coming here,
often illegally. Does pluralism
mean we have to relinquish
what made us great? Surely that
is too high a price.
Conservatives, and the Bush
administration, if it wants to
save itself, should get behind
the TRUE Enforcement and
Border Security Act introduced
by Representatives Duncan
Hunter, California Republican
and chairman of the House
Armed Services Committee.
and Virgil Goode, Virginia
Republican.
The bill seeks to deter illegal
immigration by enforcing laws
that sanction employers for hir-

ing illegals, ends the athomatic
citizenship for children of illegals born in America (this
might also take some constitutional reinterpretation by the
Supreme Court), and removes
other incentives for people who
would break our laws. If the
Bush administration and
Republican members of
Congress fail to support this
measure, it will show how •
empty their rhetoric is on the
subject and give conservatives
plenty of time to find candidates for office who do support
it before the next two elections.
Supporting real immigration
reform would surely raise the
president's job approval rating,
especially if he explained it as a
national security and cultural
issue that gets to the heart of
our identity.
Paul Weyrich said it best:
"As conservatives, we need to
make it deat that We will not
vote for any candidate who
refuses to close our borders to
illegal immigration and cut
back on legal immigration, at
least until we can acculturate
the inunigrants we aFreaZy
-have."
Are you listening, Mr.
President? Are you listening
Republican Party? If not, those
approval numbers can still go
lower and the disapproval numbers higher.

From Watergate to Plamegate
WASHINGTON TODAY
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Bob
Woodward's name is synonymous w oh
By Donna Cassata
anonymous sources."Deep Throat" and
that
scandal
a
uncovered
that
reporting
sources spoke confidentially for fear of los- indicted last month on one charge of
brought down a presidency.
obstruction of justice and two counts each
ing their jobs — or suffering a worse fate
Some three decades after Watergate. the
of false statement and perjury in connection
tricks,
dirty
of
tell
to
— but felt compelled
outing of Woodward in the CIA leak inveswith Fitzgerald's investigation.
slush funds and a cover-up.
tigation underscores the change in anonyNeither Woodward nor the Post would
Today. the motivation of officials to
mous sourcing and rev is-es the criticism of
the senior administration official.
identify
about
questions
raises
y
anonymousl
speak
the media's use of unnamed officials to
Woodward apologized Wednesday afterwhether they deserve the same protection.
curry favor.
noon to the Post's executive editor, Leonard
"Journalists are trying to make the disWoodward's career, say former reporters
Downie Jr., for failing to tell him that he
and
political
are
that
leaks
between
tinction
and academics, is a classic case study.
knew about Plame fOr two years.
leaks that are whistle-blowing," said Tom
"He was the ultimate young, scrappy
Woodward's recent success in journalism
for
Project
the
Rosenstiel. director of
outsider reporter monitoring power." said
and the book world has been defined by his
Excellence in Journalism.
Genes a Overholser, a former ombudsman
ability to get high-level administration offiAt issue. said Rosenstiel. is determining
for The Washington Post."Now he's so
wer
cials
to talk, often with the promise that
whistle-blo
"a
between
the difference
much a creature of access. He even has
their words will not show up in daily print
and a leaker, a spinner and a confessor."
been quite critical of this prosecution."
but rather months down the road in bound
The Post reported on Wednesday that
Said Todd Gitlin. a professor at
pages.
editor,
managing
assistant
an
Woodward,
Columbia University's School of
He has written books on the inner worktestified under oath that a senior Bush
Journalism: "Access journalism hits become administration official told him about
ings of the Bush and Clinton administrathe ends, not the means."
tions, and the Supreme Court. In the Post
Valerie Plame about a month before her
Woodward dismissed the complaints,
on Wednesday, he said his presence in the
identity as a CIA operative was publicly
chalking it up to journalism as a "contact
CIA leak case stemmed from his work on
revealed.
sport" and contending in an interview with
his 2004 book "Plan of Attack" and a sepaHe told Special Counsel Patrick
The Associated Press that he faced far
rate book on Bush's second term, set for
Fitzgerald. who is investigating the leak of
worse criticism of his work during
to
release in 2006.
talked
official
the
that
Plame's identity,
Watergate.
Former reporters and academics wonhim about Plame in mid-June 2003.
"I was 29 when people who really knew
dered what has happened in Washington
Plame's husband, former U.S.
how to shoot were around," he said.
where so many ask to be quoted without
Ambassador Joseph Wilson, had accused
In the early 1970s. Woodward, along
attribution and few question the motivation.
the administration of twisting intelligence
with former Washington Post colleague
"There's a Washington standard of casubefore the Iraq war.
Carl Bernstein. produced Pulitzer-prize
ally putting things off the record. It's really
Former New York Times reporter Judith
winning journalism that exposed the high
Miller spent 85 days in jail before testifying gone too far." said-Adam Clymer. a former
crimes and misdemeanors of a Republican
reporter for The New York Times. "I don't
before the federal grand jury in the case
administration and led to President Nixon's
know an easy way to turn it back."
after her source freed her from any agreeresignation.
ment. Time magazine's Matt Cooper also
_.
- Thetwo reporters often relied on
Associated-Press Writer Toni Locy con
testified
mous sources. in particular W. Mark Felt,
I. Lewis "Scooter" Libby, Vice President tributed to this report.
the FBI's No 2 unmasked this past June as
Dick Cheney's former chief of staff, was
Woodward'. contact "Deep Throat." These
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p.m. at his home.

Bush to
expand
TVA board

A laborer for Shawnee Steam Plant, he was a
former insurance agent for Woodmen of the
World. He was a member of Hardin Baptist
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
Church and of Lakeland Chapter of the
- President Bush today
American Red Cross.
One brother, Michael Fields, preceded him in announced five nominees to fill
death. He was the son of the late Charles Elmo new seats on an expanded board
of directors overseeing the
Fields and LaVerne Oliver Fields.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Hontas Tennessee Valley Authority, the
Wood Fields; one daughter, Dena Fields, country's largest public utility.
The nominees include three
Delaware; one son, Stephen Fields and wife,
Fields
Lori, Gilbertsville; three stepsons, Timothy. Tennesseans, one Kentuckian
Robbie and Phillip Kelley, all of Benton; one sister, Mrs. Patrisha and the first Alabama resident to
(Trish) Fields-Clark, West Palm Beach, Fla.; one brother, Don be named to the TVA board in
Fields, Lexington, S.C.; two grandchildren, Serrin and Griffin the agency's 72 years.
"The president has chosen
Fields; eight stepgrandchildren, Kandyce, Kelcy, Whitney, Evan.
five strong nominees ... to lead
Kera, Maria, Jayden and Kayley Kelley.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier TVA in the 21st century," said
Funeral Home, Benton. Bro. Ricky Cunningham and Gene Gilliland U.S. Senate Majority Leader.
Bill Frist, R-Term.. who champiwill officiate.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight oned the restructuring of the
TVA board as a way to provide
(Friday).
greater accountability.
Under Frist's restructuring
John Roy Travis
The funeral for John Roy Travis was today (Friday) at 11 a.m. in plan, the composition of the
the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. John Dale officiated. TVA board changes from three
full-time members with daily
Burial was in the Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to hands-on oversight to seven to
Lourdes Hospice Program, 2855 Jackson St., nine part-time members who
will name a full-time chief operPaducah, KY 42003.
Mr. Travis, 80, died Tuesday, Nov. IS. 2005, ating officer to handle daily control of the agency.
at 10 a.m. at his home.
The Tennessee nominees are
A retired personnel director for Air Products,
he attended Masonic Widows and Orphans Susan Richardson Williams,• a
Home, Louisville, and was a graduate of Benton Knoxville public relations
High School and the University of Kentucky. He was a Marine vet- expert; William B. Sansom, a
eran of World War II serving in the Pacific Campaign. A member of Knoxville businessman, and
Briensburg Church of Christ and of Veterans of Foreign Wars, he Dennis Bottorff. a Nashville
was a member and past master of Briensburg Lodge 401 of Free and banker.
The other nominees are
Accepted Masons.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Roy Anderson Travis Howard A. Thrailkill, a
Huntsville, Ala., businessman,
and Agatha Hill Travis Holland, and three sisters.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Bobbie Travis, to whom he had and Robert "Mike" Duncan, a
been married for 56 years; two sons, Barry Travis and wife. Jill, banker from Inez, Ky. Bush will
Calvert City, and Keith Travis and wife, Joan, Benton; one grand- make two additional nominadaughter, Julia Lyles and husband, Adam, Lexington; three grand- tions in the near future.
"These nominees bring with
sons, James Travis, Murray, David Travis, Jackson. Tenn., and
them the business skills and
Garett Travis, Calvert City.
management expertise needed to
run one of the nation's largest
Dewey Jones
A private graveside service for Dewey Jones will be conducted at electric utilities," Frist. said.
U.S. Sen. Lamar Alexander,
Fairdealing Cemetery. No visitation or funeral service are schedR-Tenn.. agreed that TVA is a.
uled.
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton, is in charge of "$7 billion dollar public utility
arrangements. Persons may send a condolence to the family or sign that should be run like a $7 bilthe on-line guest book for Mr. Jones at www.filbeckcannking.com. lion business, with an experiMr. Jones,79, Hardin, died Tuesday, Nov. 15, 2005, at 11:50 a.m.' enced part-time board of directors and a professional, full-time
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
chief executive officer."
He had retired from Monsanto Chemical, St. Louis, Mo.
Alexander said he looked forPreceding him in death were his parents, George Jones and Rose
ward to meeting with the new
Sellars Jones, one sister and one grandson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Betty Jean Miller Jones; one board members "soon to discuss
daughter, Mrs. Brenda Jean Davis, and one son, Wayne Morris TVA's future.Once confirmed by the
Jones, both of Alton. Ill.; one sister, Mrs. Virginia Baker, Benton;
Senate: the nominees will join
two grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
TVA's two sitting board members: TVA Chairman Bill Baxter
Mrs. Hazel C. Gilbert'
of
Tennessee and Director Skila
The funeral for Mrs. Hazel C. Gilbert was today (Friday) at I-1--'
a.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. -Harris of Kentucky.
The new board will elect a
Glynn Copeland officiated.
new
chairman and begin a
Pallbearers were Van Prince, Elmo Williams, Jerry Wheeler, Ed
Moreland, Jack Adair and. Ronnie Wheeler, active, and Newton search for a chief operating offiJr., honorary. Burial was in the Cuba Baptist Church cer. TVA President and Chief
Operating Officer Torn Kilgore.
Cemetery.
currently
TVA's highest ranking
Mrs. Gilbert, 78, Water Valley, died Tuesday, Nov. 15, 2005, at
executive, is expected to get top
12:35 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Retired from Ferry Morse Seed Company, Fulton, she was a consideration for CEO.
member of Cuba Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were two grandchildren, Richard Ivan
Gilbert and Ward Allan Gilbert, infant sister and infant brother. She
was the daughter of the late John McAlister and Grace Perry
McAlister.
Survivors include her husband, Bruce Gilbert; one daughter. Mrs.
Suzanne Adams. Murray; one son. Marvin Gilbert, Water Valley;
one sister, Mrs. Christine Batts, Union City. Tenn.; five grandchildren: four great-grandchildren.

Ex-GOP chair interview
with prosecutors included
in documents for warrant
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)A former head of the state
Republican Party on Thursday
questioned why a transcript of
her interview with attorney general's prosecutors was included
in court documents that led to a
search warrant being executed at
a state office in Lexington.
Ellen Williams. now commissioner of the Governor's
Office for Local Development,
met with Assistant Attorney
CrawfordScott
General
Sutherland on Aug. 22. She has
not been called before the
Franklin County special grand
jury investigating allegations of
personnel violations against
Gov. Ernie Fletcher's administration.
During the lengthy interview,
Williams told prosecutors that
Fletcher never discussed with

ion
aSU

ally
n't

tl

her a political role for the
agency she now heads. Williams
also said she felt there were men
in the administration who did
not "really like aggressive
women." However, the interview with Williams did not mention the former local development office employee for whom
prosecutors were seeking a
search warrant to seize his computer.
Williams said her interview
should not have been attached to
the search warrant or released.
"I would challenge you or
any attorney to find any basis to
attach it to a search warrant,''
Williams said in a telephone
interview. -What they did to me
was a continuation of trying to
embarrass people who worked
in the Republican Party to help
elect Governor Fletcher."
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When you list your home with us.
Anytime, Anywhere, Potential Home Buyers Can
Instantly Get Everything They Need To Buy Your Home,

2 Br., 1 Ba., 1 Ac.
$74,900 mls #28041

4 Bdr., 2.5 Bo. Built in 1996
$210,000 mls #28874

3 Bdr., 1 Ba. Great Location
$82,500 mls #28163

3 Bdr., 2.5 Ba. Great Subdivision
$229,000 mls #26855

2 Bdr., 1 Bo., Over 1,800 sq. ft., 4.5 ac.
$89,900 mls #28707

Nice Subdivision, 5 Bdr., 2 Ba.
$229,900 mls #27709
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3 Bdr., 2 Ba., Built in 2003
$104,900 mls #28893

4 Bdr., 3.5 Bo., Huge Bonus Room, Near New
$249,900

4 Bdr., 3 Bo.

$134,900 mls #27148

4 Bdr., 2 Bo., Barn, horse stalls, 11 ac.
$259,900 mls #26041

3 Bdr., 1.5 Ba., Great Subdivision,
Remodeled $139,900 mls #29234

4 Bdr., 3.5 Bo., 15 Ac.
$299,900 mls #28938

3 Bdr.,1 Ba., 4 Ac. Pond, 3 Outbuildings, Motherin law Suite' $164,900 mis #29297

4 Bdr., 4 Bo., Waterfront, 2-Slip Dock
$895,000 mls #28583
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Dow Jones Ind. Avg. .1075656 + 3634
;9.41 + 0.45
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70.34 + 0.26
AT&T
43.30 + 0.32
BB&T.
_2730 + 0.29
Bell South
3; 17 - 0.07
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol N1yers Squibb _22.16 + 0.19
..57.19' 0.28
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp 57.68 + 0.22
•C1.01 - 0.17
Daimler Chrysler
38.02- 0.02
Dean Foods
57.63 + 0.25
Exxon-Mobil
8.02 + 0.22
Ford Motor .
General Electric .........35.61 + 0.95
General Motors.........._23.90 + 1.27
GlaxoSmithKline ADR 51.93 0.12
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33.23 + 0.04
Merck ............._.....-___29.89 + 0.28
Microsoft
-28.02 + 0.05
+ 0.55
J.C. Penney
Pepsico. Inc......-. ---5&57 + 0.33
Pfizer. Inc. ....................21.45 + 0.10
Regions Financial ........34.10 + 0.18
Schering-Plough ...........19.57 + 0.07
Sears Holding Corp _120.13 + 0.63
Time Warner ......, ,..,..17.99 + 0.17
IS Bancorp ........_____30.16 + 0.19
_39.74 .035
UST
77.04 + 0.12
WellPoint
Wal-Mart
...... 49.44 + 0.20
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MCCH Health Express
releases dates for stops
during December
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Health Express will
offer Osteo heel scans as well
as blood pressure and pulse
checks during its stops in
December.
The screenings are free to
the communities visited by
Health Express and are offered
to detect disease in its earliest stages when there are often
no symptoms of disease.
Osteo heel scans help to
detect osteoporosis, responsible for more than 1.5 million
fractures annually in the United States. There are three simple things you can do before
the tests:
n Wear socks, anklets or
knee-high stockings as pantyhose will- have to be removed:
n Remove ankle bracelets
and any other article of jewelry from your feet and ankles
as they will interfere with the
test:
n If you have an open sore
or cut on either foot, inform
the operator before being treated.
Stops in December are as
follow s:
Dec. 6 from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at
Save-A-Lot. Murray.
Dec. 8 from 9 to 11 a.m.
at Town Square, Wingo, and
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. at
Burton's Gas Station, Lynnville.
Dec. 9 from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. at Glendale Place. Murray:
Dec. 12 from 8:30 to 11:30.
a.m. and 12:30 to 3. p.m. at
Office Depot. Murray;
Dec. 15 from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. add 12:30 to 3 p.m. at
Walgreen's in Murray

Dec. 16 from 9 to 11:30
a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at
Wal-Mart, Paris, Tenn.;
Dec. 19 from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. at George Weaks Community Center, Murray:
Dec. 21 from 9 to 11:30
a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m. at
Cadiz Baptist Church. Cadiz.
Dec. 22 from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. at Quncan's Market.. Murray, and from I to 3 p.m. at
East Y Grocery, Murray;
Dec. 28 from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at
Wal-Mart, Murray;
Dec. 29 from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. at Dollar General ..5tore.
Puryear. Tenn., and from 1 to
3 p.m. at C-Mart, Hazel;
'Dec. 30 from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at
First United Methodist Church.
Murray.
Additionally.
MCCH
Express will have the stops
offering the following screenings:
Dec. 2 from 2 to 4:30 p.m.
for free blood . sugar screenings at Hickory Woods Retirement Center. Murray:
Dec. 14 from 8 to 11 a.nt
for free lipid profiles at Marshall County Senior Citizens
Center, Benton:
Dec. 20 from 8 a.m. to
noon and 1 to 3 p.m. for free
Osteo heel scans and glaucoma screenings at Center for
Health & Wellness, Murray.
Also av ail able at these
screenings is an Occult Blood
Screening Kit at a cost of $4
which detects blood in the stool
which can he an early indicator of colon cancer.
For more information call
762-1348.

Adult Great Books Group
will meet third Monday

Engagement

Adult Great Books Discussion Group
will meet Monday at 7 p.m. at the Calloway Public Library. This will be a change
from fourth Monday.
Joe Chaney will be the discussion leader
for the selection, "Thoughts for the Times
on War and Death" by Sigmund Freud.
Anyone who has read the treatise is invited to take part in the discussion.

Jo's
Datebook

Open House Sunday

Holiday Open House will be Sunday from
to
4'p.m. at the Hardin Community Cen1
By Jo Burkeen
ter. Door prizes will be given at some of the
Community
booths featuring different things for ChristEditor
mas shopping. For information call Sherri
Hasty at 437-3979 or DeeDee Guthrie at 1-270-527-3076.

'Hot Tamale' supper planned
United Methodist Women ol Bethel United Methodist Church
will have a "Hot Tamale" supper on Saturday at 5:30 p.m. at
the church. A hot tamale supper with drink and dessert and
all you can eat will be served for $6 per person. Also hot
tamales can be purchased for $6 a dozen. The public is invited. For information call 753-2289 or 753-0288.

Food drive to be completed Saturday

McDougal and Baker

Lambda Chi Alpha North American Food Drive Collection
which was started last Saturday will be completed Saturday.
The project will be coordinated by Campus Ministries of Murray State University. Residents are asked to place donated
items on residential porches or driveways for pick-up. Also
donations may be made Saturday from 8:30 a.m. to noon at
the vacant lot on Main Street across from Matt B's Pizza. All
donations will go to Need Line of Murray-Calloway County.

The engagement and approaching marriage of Tiffany McDougal to Andrew Baker, son of Coleman and Sandy Baker of
Lawrenceburg, has been announced by her mother. Mrs. Renae
McDougal of Murray. She is the daughter of the late Warren
The Clothes Closet will be open on the first and third MonMcDougal.
Miss McDougal is the granddaughter of Mrs. Frances Crick days from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Dexter Baptist Church. For
and the late Earl Wade Crick', the late Loman McDougal and .information call Linda Young, coordinator, at 437-4890.
the late Delores Lassiter, all of Murray.
Mr. Baker is the grandson of the late Cecil and Ruth Gruver of Macksville. Kan.. and Coleman and Laura Ezith Baker
A household/personal shower for Mike Davis and two daughof Richmond.
ters who lost the majority of their belongings when their trailThe bride-elect is a 2000 graduate of Calloway County Hos- er home was recently destroyed by fire will be Saturday. Items
pital and is attending. West Kentucky Community and Tech may be dropped off at Grace Baptist Church between the hours
College. She is employed by Murray-Calloway County Hospi- of 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Saturday. For more information about
tal.
specific needs, clothing sizes, etc., call 753-6088, 492-8848 or
The groom-elect is a 2004 graduate of Eastern Kentucky the church office at 753-7599.
University. Richmond. He is employed by Budweiser of Lexington.
The wedding will be Saturday. Dec. 10. 2005. at 5 p.m. at
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity will have its Turkey Trot5.1CRil&Walk
Kirksey Baptist Church, Kirksey.
on Saturday at 11 a.m, with sign-up to start
4.0.*.30 Agt. at
All relatives and friends are invited.
the Murray State University Carr Health building. Donations
(not mandatory to participate) will be $20 per organization and
$5 per person. This will benefit Juvenile Diabetes. For information contact Mike Brown at 762-3385 or e-mail at
mikelbrown14hot mail.com.

Dexter Clothes Closet open Monday

Shower planned for couple

Turkey Trot on Saturday

Local pastor and author
will lead tour of countries Need Line has 636 applications
Dr. Chad FoSter, pastor of
Immanuel Lutheran Church and
a- Christ=
an author-iiin-base tour of Germany.
France and Switzerland in June

ON-SITE
WORK PLACE _
DRUG TESTING
FIRE EXTINGUISHER
SALES & SERVICE

Ann. elsary

Jason Reed,(
Jon tut+,
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H.4
24 HKs- 7 DAIS

for assistance during October
•
transient; and four for

of -2006.
During the 10-day tour, parNeed Line of Murray and
ticipants can enjoy . the medieval _Calloway __county have 636
richness of Germany. the style applications for assistance durand cuisine of France. and the ing the month of October.
wonder --rand shosolatei of ALCM inoo-Tortia-Casey:ex-eeSwitzerland.
utive director.
"This tour will also enable
These included 577 for food:
_447 for utilities; -18 for rent'
users IC W of the -refininatitin 12 for medication and medwith lectures by' local experts. teal transportation: 317 for perlearn about key Reformation tonal and hygiene products: 75
figures. stay 0%ernight in an for unemployed; 10 needing
money management but who are
IN See Page 7A
has ing an emergency: two for

A With

WI-State Safety
Management

Friday 8 Saturday
Nov. 18 8. 19 9am - 5pm
12 MONTHS, NO INTEREST
TWO DAYS ONLY!

Sale on all Vacuums, Sewing Machines & Notions!

Itil Poplar St

753-4704 • 293-5215
or 293-3665

INGLItN'S

1-24 EXIT 16
270-898-7301

PADUCAH, KY
1-800-599-USEW

We Sell the Best & Service the Rest''
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU NOv 22
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY

GREAT HARDWOODS
AT GREAT PRICES!
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'Meet the takers'. Saturday

Tiger Night will be Saturday

Lodge plans event Monday

Theta meeting Monday

join

our team.

Citifinancial to host toy drive

Santa Project planned

Derailed
R 1:10 320 7:06 - 9:10

Chicken Little
G • 12:4S • 230 -410-655.8.4
Han) Potter • Goblet of Fire
PG13

Rake and Run on Saturday

low
income.
The hrothers_of Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity _announce the
Casey said Need Line made start of the 11th annual Rake and Run which will take place
11. referrals in October.
on Saturday. This is a combined community service and fundThe-Christmas Food Basket raising project to help the chapter make their annual Habitat
Sign-up will he Nov. 28 and for Humanity trip. Anyone interested in having their yard raked,
29 from 10:30 a.m. to 3:30 call Mike young at 762-6833 or e-mail your name and street
pin—al_the _Need Line office oildrecs _tuMatt__Leet _at _matthew.leet@murraystate,edu.
on the- first floor—of -Weak%
Community Center.
To make a donation to help
."Meet the Lakers" basketball event ..will be Saturday at 5
with the Christmas baskets. call
p.m. in Jeffrey gymnasium at Calloway; County High School.
Need Line at 753-6333 to see
Introductions of both middle and high school cheerleaders and
what food items are needed.
basketball teams. Also dance teams and varsity hoops squads
. Items that Need Line is low will be introduced. The public is invited.
On for the baskets for the
clients include the following:
Food items are carrots and
Murray High Backboard Club will sponsor Tiger Night on
yams. peanut butter, tomatoes.
salmon and tuna, any canned Saturday at 5 p.m. at the high school. The Tiger Starts and
all Murray High and Murray Middle basketball, cheerleaders
meat and hot cereal:
Personal hygiene and clean- and dance wards will be introduced. Concessions will be availing supplies are bath tissue. able. Admission will be $2 for adults. Students in kindergarten
dish liquid, deodorant'for both through 12th grade will be admitted free.
men and women, and shampoo:
Cooler/freezer needs are
Murray Lodge No. 105 of Free and Accepted Masons will
have Past Masters Night on Monday at the lodge hall. Servbread and eggs:
Also needed are large brown ing of chili and hot tamales will begin at 6 p.m. All mempaper bags to fill for the clients. bers and especially past masters are urged to attend.
Items may he taken to the
Need Line office from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m.. Monday through
Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Friday. For information call Monday at 2:30 p.m. at the. club house. Johnny McDougal will
'53-6333.
present a program on "Gourds.- Hostesses will be Joan Adams,
Mary Ann Russell and Jan Hough.
AARP Tax.
Aide is the
nation's
Citifinancial will host a toy drive for the Santa Project for
largest, free
Murray and Calloway County. Persons may drop toys during
volunteer the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday at the
run tax counseling and preparation
office at 704 North 12th St., Murray. For information call 753service for middle- and low-income
taxpayers. with special attention to
7474.
those age 60 an older To join a
great team call 1-888-AARPNOW
(1-888-227-7669), Or use the
The 2005 Santa Project serves children, school age and
online registration form at our webyoung, in the Murray-Calloway County area by providing gifts
site at www.aarp.org/taxaide.
of clothes, toys and books. The Santa workshop will be located on the second floor of the BB&T bank at Chestnut and
AARP Tax-Aide'
North 12th Streets. Anyone interested in sponsoring part of a
/nom'
child's Christmas, donating a toy. to the Santa Project, volunRXINOATION
teering or giving a monetary donation, contact the Calloway
4chaoishared 1rwo,çi fee AARP Foundahon
County Family Resource Center at 762-7333.
on cooperahon #10) the IRS
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Schedule for
"West Kentucky Journal"
Sat. & Sun.. Nor. 19& 20
8:00 a.m.; /2 Noon; 7:00 p.m.
This week's guests
Michelle Hanson, Director CalIowa)
,
Family Resource Center discusses this
year's Santa Protect and Callous
Alliance tor Substance Ahusc
Presentum And Director Dottie
Kraemer talks about Drug Endangered
Children with host Lam G. Hurt
Charter Channel 19 &
Media('nfin Channel 8
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Free Christmas trees offered at LBL
GOLDEN POND, Ky. — assists in promoting wild habiLand Between The Lakes(LBL) tat diversity by maintaining
National Recreation area is open lands at LBL.
Cedar trees may be cut anyagain offering Christmas tree
permits for visitors to cut cedar where in LBL except areas within sight of U.S. Highway 68
trees beginning Dec. I.
The permit, which entitles or 'The Trace, cemeteries, the
a family to cut one cedar tree Environmental Education Area,
at no charge, plus maps and family campgrounds, lawns or
cutting guidelines, may be other mowed areas.
Whether families cut or purobtained from the Golden Pond
Visitor Center. which is open chase a tree, they should foldaily from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. low these safety guidelines
or the LBL Administrative when using a cut tree in their
office which is open from 8 home at Christmas:
Choose a fresh tree. If the
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
needles are brown and fall off.
through Friday.
-Searching for the perfect easily, the tree is dry and can
Christmas tree is a great hol- easily catch on fire;
When setting up your tree,
iday tradition," says LBL
Forester Jason Loos. "Holiday cut the base off two inches
cedar trees are usually found above the original cut to help
along roadsides or within old the tree absorb more water;
Place the tree in a stable,
forest openings."
The cedar tree program tip-proof container and water

it daily;
Place the tree away from heat
sources such as heating vents
or wood stoves;
Be sure decorative lights are
UL approved and in good condition. Never leave tree lights
on while you are asleep or
away from home:
Discard the tree when it
begins to show signs of drying, such as brown or yellow
color, and excessive needle
dropping. •
LBL National Recreation
Area is public land managed
by the USDA Forest Service,
in partnership with "Friends .of
LBL," with an emphasis on
outdoor recreation and environmental education. Additional LBL information is available by calling I -800-LBL-7077
or 1-270-924-2000, or on the
Internet at www.lbl.org.

•
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Pictured (from left) are Scoutmaster Gary Haws, Vice Chairman Denise Boaz, Clint
Harris, fan Kunkle, Taylor Haws, Robbie Stephenson and Spencer Holbrook of Boy
Scout Troop 112.

112 wins top honor in sales
Woman's Club's winners are announced Troop'
Local Boy Scout Troop 112, chiefs and slides which the derfoot, and Spencer Holbrook

Murray Woman's Club competed in the Arts and Crafts
Contest at the meeting of the
First District of Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs held
at the Executive Inn and Convention Center, Paducah.
The club had 22 entries and
returned with four first place.
two second place and four third
place ribbons in the competition.
In the student competition.
two Murray High students were

• Second place winner was
by The Church Of
GFWC Clubwoman Art: Both chartered
Of Latter Day
Christ
Jesus
PaintWatercolor and China
the top honor
won
has
Saints,
ing, Joetta Kelly.
Popcorn sales for 2005.
Third place winners were in
Although being one of the
GFWC Clubwoman Art: Waterin the council.
color, Painting, and The World smaller troops
highest averthe
had
112
Troop
in Pictures: Scenic Photography,
in the entire disall by Lillian Robertson; age per scout
trict. The Indian mounds disEmbroidery, Norma Paschall.
Trails counFirst place winners will enter trict of the Shawnee
42 units competing for
had
cil
held
be
to
the state competition
the top sales in encentive. The
at the KFWC convention in
$755 per regLouisville, April 26-29, 2006. troop averaged
istered scout.
For first place the boys were
to enjoy a Murray State University home game. but due to
circumstance beyond the council's control the tickets were
Mr. and Mrs. Michael D.
not available in time. The counparthe
are
Carr of Louisville
then graciously agreed to
cil
Sandburg
Carl
ents of a son, Connor James
give the boys BSA neckerSunday.
David Carr, born on
Sept. 18, 2005, at Norton SubDoes Your Computer Need A Check Up?
urban Hospital, Louisville.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
SERVICES OFFERED
7 ounces and measured 19 3/4
••• S
inches. The mother is the for*General ‘laintenance
tioust Calk
*Component t pgrades *Hoene 'seta forks Installed & set t p
mer Emily Helton.
•Iinis Removal
•tiottuart t parades
Grandparents are Roy and
*Custom Built Computers
*Repair
Jamie Helton and David and
*System & Netoork I. °mulling
*Speed Increases
Donna Carr, all of Murray.
of Murray, LLC
DOCTOR
PC
are
Great-grandparents
Email the_pcdoctondchorter net •
•
corn
Toms
of
Carr
Alice
and
Http://www.the-pcdoctor
James
Website
C4trtunen't & 'Business Line' 270-759-0019 • Fox 270-759-0089
River, N.J., James and Mary
L.• Hatetsoe, Compashor Sp•cielist
Rotary Club
,
& Jan* Shoemokm, Own.
Sneed of Hendersonville, Tenn..
moturra
and the late Iva W. VanVleet
of
Helton
and Roy and Rebecca
and A.H. and Faye Morgan.

winners. They were Charles
Costello, second place in sculpture, and Elise Moore, third
place for painting. They are both
students of Ted Dotson.
In the club woman competition, the first place blue ribbon winners included Christmas Decoration: Lynda Cooper; GFWC Clubwoman Art:
Drawing, Joetta Kelly; Watercolor, Rebecca Rutledge; The
World in Pictures: Feature Photography, Joan Niffenegger.

BirthAnnouncement

Connor James David Carr

A baby is God's
opinion that the
world should
go on.

Ask the PC DOCTOR

Connor James
David Carr

,rdaShopwN,

f011 IWO?
(Wpct

Troop readily accepted.
Second place went to Pack
82 . sponsored by Hardin
Coounty Elementary PTO.
with a average of $338 per
scout.
Honorable mention went to
Troop 43 (First Methodist
Church - Fulton) with a average of $272 per scout.
Denise Boaz. district vice
chairman for Calloway County. handed each boy his neckerchief and slide.
The troop received 23 Merit
badges at the Court Of Honor
including Fingerpriting. EngiCommunications,
neering,
Salesmanship. and Citizenship
in the Community.
Two boys received rank
advancements Ian Kunkle Ten-

Tenderfoot.
Troop 112 consist of Senior
Patrol Leader Clint Harris. Star
Scout; Patrol Leader Taylor
Haws. Star Scout; Scribe Robbie Stephenson,. Star Scout;
Assistant Patro_Leader Spencer
Holbrook. Tenderfoot; Quarter
master Ian Kunkle. Tenderfoot

.Tour
From Page 6A
ancient monastery. and take
Rhine cruise past fairytale castles and highest' waterfalls,"
Foster said.
The tour date will be June
5-14, 2006. For more infor
mation call Foster at 753-6712

Flex Account Insurance?
Don't Lose It... Use It!
Before year's end, use it for:
• Eye Exams • Glasses • Contacts
• Sunglasses

Eyecare Specialties
Dr. Kevin ,1.1. Adams
•
308 S. 12th

hares

LINCOLN

.Parker Ford
c r

MERCURY

•

rf
Menus for the various lunchrooms of the Calloviay County and Murray City Schools have been released by Patsy
Woodall and Marie Stalls, food service directors respectively,
for the week of Nov. 21-22.
Schools will be Wednesday. Thursday and Friday in observance of the Thanksgiving holiday.
The menus, subject to occasional changes. are as follows:

id
Is
tid
a
ty

CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool - Breakfast (milk is served daily) - Monday pancake and sausage on stick with syrup: Tuesday - sausage
gravy and biscuit, fruit juice. Lunch (milk is served daily) Monday - steak nuggets, green peas, corn nuggets, roll; Tuesday - hot dogs. raisins, raw veggies. ranger coconut, cookie.
Elementary - Breakfast (cereal. toast, fresh fruit, fruit juice
and milk available daily) Monday - sausage and biscuit; Tuesday - manager's choice. Lunch (chef salad, vegetables, fruit
and milk available daily) Monday - cheese critpito, breaded
chicken sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Tuesday
- chicken nuggets and roll, fish sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (cereal, toast, yogurt, cinnamon toast,
fruit juice, fresh fruit and milk available daily) Monday - ham
biscuit; Tuesday - breakfast pizza. Lunch - (chef salads. vegetables, fruit and milk available daily) Monday - cream of
potato soup and pizza sticks, breaded chicken sandwich, ham
and cheese sandwich, pizza; Tuesday - turkey and dressing
with roll, cheeseburger, turkey and cheese sandwich.
High - Breakfast (Pop Tarts, muffins, fruit juice and milk
available daily) Monday - ham biscuit; Tuesday - breakfast
pizza. Lunch - (vegetables, fruit, hamburgers. chef salads,
pizza, fruit drinks and milk available daily) Monday - potato
soup. pizza sticks. foot long hot dog; Tuesday - Oriental chicken and egg roll, submarine sandwich.
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal and juice available daily) Monday - cheese omelet; Tuesday - breakfast
pizza. Lunch - (fresh and canned fruits, vegetables and milk
available daily) Monday - chicken nuggets with bread, BBO
ribette sandwich; Tuesday - sack lunch - hot dog. peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (toast. cereal, milk and juice available
daily) Monday - pancake sausage on a stick: Tuesday sausage and biscuit. Lunch (fresh and canned fruits, vegetables and milk available daily) Monday - hot and spicy chicken sandwich, mini corn dog. crispito with salsa; Tuesday country fried steak with bread, ham and cheese sub, chef
salad with crackers.
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, milk and juice available
daily) Monday - waffle sticks; Tuesday - biscuit and gravy.
Lunch (pizza, cheeseburgers. hamburgers, fresh and canned
fruits, vegetables and milk available daily) Monday - turkey
and cheese wrap, submarine sandwich; Tuesday - tray lunch
- ham and cheese sandwich, pimento cheese sandwich, peanut
butter and jelly sandwich, fresh fruit, celery and carrot sticks,
assorted chips.

OFF OUR ALREADY LOW PRICES!

SATURDAY ONLY!FREE

FREE

GITY 1

BUY
GET 1
LADIES RED-LINED
HANDBAGS

FREE

Erthre Stock NOW 2 FOR $8-S44.99

NOW 2 FOR 1119.119!

LADIES FASHION
JEWELRY

YOUNG MENS
SWEATERS

NOW 2 FOR $6-$30

LADIES QUILTED
HANDBAGS
• NOW 2 FOR S20-$66
LADIES WALLETS
& MINIBAGS
MISSES HOLIDAY
SWEATERS

FREE

GET
BUY I
YOUNG MENS
SPORTSHIRTS

NOW 2 FOR $39.99!

YOUNG MENS
VINTAGE JEANS
NOW 2 FOR $39.99!

YOUNG MENS
MICRO FLEECE

NOW 2 FOR 520-$36

NOW 2 FOR $29.99!

LADIES
FLEECE JACKETS

YOUNG MENS
TWILL PANTS

NOW 2 FOR $39.99

NOW 2 FOR $29.99!

MISSES GAUCHOS
& PALAZZO PANTS
'ct Stye,NOW 2 FOR $29.99!
MISSES
DRESS PANTS

GET
R1
B

FREE

MENS UK
WINDSHIRTS
NOW 2 FOR $39.99!

MENS UK CREW
NECK FLEECE
$39.99!

MISSES RAFAELLA
KNIT TOPS

NOW 2 FOR

H'eat, ^te.0 NOW 2 FOR $19.99!

MENS CORDUROY
PANTSFOB S39

MISSES DESIGNER
SPORTSWEARto $69!

oelectol

By Geoffrey Be,

s NOW 2 FOR up

ET 1
BUY

FREE

GETY 1
BU
JUNIOR ICON
POLAR FLEECE

NOW 2 FOR $29.99449.99!

JUNIOR CLASSIC
ICON TEES

MENS FLANNEL
WEAR
LOUNGE
S12.99-$14.99!

NOW 2 FOR $14.99!

NOW 2 POP 111:1111.00!

NOW 2 FOR

NOW 2 FOR $19.99!

JUNIOR GAUCHO &
PALAZZO PANTS

KIDS FASHION
DENIM

NOW 2 FOR $19.99!

NOW 2 FOR

FREE

MENS DESIGNER
NECKWEAR

NOW 2 FOR $38!

GIRLS HOLIDAY
SWEATERS
$34.99!

NOW 2

YOUNG MENS
HOODED FLEECE

NOW 2 FOR $19.99!

JUNIOR VINTAGE
DENIM

JUNIOR HOODED
SWEATSHIRTS

MENS DESIGNER
CLEARANCE
NOW 2 FOR $33.75-S85!

NOW 2 FOR $29.99!

Sr":.E

MENS FASHION
SWEATER VESTS
NOW 2 FOR $29.99!

NOW 2 FOR $39.99!

e

BGUETY 1

NOW 2 FOR $29.99!

KIDS HOODED
SWEATSHIRTS
S29.99-$39.99!

NOW 2 FOR

MENS SUPER
150'S SUITS
NOW 2 FOR $119!
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DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES
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SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Worship
Sat 900 a in.
Sabbath School
Sat. 10- 15 a m

111111111.11C1111
ST. MARK'S ANGIJCAN CHURCH
1214 Mayfield Highway, hemon,
42025
1170-111011-111602
Surma
1110 a m
?east Day Serrate motion the lector 2.'2. 3.154

APOSTOLIC
APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
10-00 a 104
Horne riendahip Croups
M id..-t•IL
f
,
,o
('of/ , meeting places & tiMrs

ASSEMBLIES or Boo
HOPE HARBOR(HuRt H
Sunday Morning Worship 1030 a m
Sunday Evening Worship 6-.00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study
7,00 p.m

BIA/OD RIVER
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
CHERRY(70RNER
Sunday School
Worship

10 ern.
11 a m. & 6 p.m

COLDWATER RAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
945 a in
Morning Services
11:00 a in.
Ey ening Services
6.00 p m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service
630p m.
Sunday School
10:00 a m.
Worship Service
II:00 a m.
Sunday Night
600 p m.
ELM GROVE BAPTU3T
Sunday School
10-00 a.m
Worship (445 & II ern & 600 p.rn.
Discipleship Training
500 p m
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
1100 a in
Afternoon Worship
2.00 p m
Wed Bible Study & Youth 700 p m
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
II 044 a m
Evening Worship
*1(M) p in
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Worship
1100 a.m & 600 pm
Wednesday700 p in
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 45 a ro
Worship (4 30 & 1055 a.m & p in
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a in
I, ?rning Worship
1100a to
• 111111g Worship
645 p m
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
9-30 a
'
ni 45 a m
GRACE BAPTIST
• .day School
934) 11 rn
• •rship
10 45 a in & 6 p in
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
lu i in
Morning Worship
11 a ni & 6 p flu
Wednesday
pm
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
45 & 1030 a.m
Sun Schools
8.45 & 10-30 a.m
Evening Worship
.. 6.00 p_in_
Wednesday Worship
7pm
HAZEL BAPTIST
AM!. School 9_30 a IA
, -hip
10 30 a m & 6 30 p in
mch Training
5.344p ion
,inesda. Worship
pin
HILLTOP FIAPTIST
Se144 441T
JO((4), nn
, -hip Ser.ice II 00 to & ti p on
.ine Ada
•
7 On p m
KIRKSF:Y•BAPTIST
' • rung
II 00 m
ning Wor•hip
6 (0;,:
in

IIIRMEMIIIMMINENFAMMEIOnt

MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6043 p in.
MOUNT HOMES FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:10 a.in
Worship
00 a m
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
10:00 ain
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

Having a
Good Day
Everyone enjoys having
a good day, and when we
feel good both physically
and mentally, it is benefiv
cial for our overall wellbeing. When a person
feels good, they seem to
have more self-confidence
and things just seem to go
better for them. When we
include God in our everyday activities and recognize that He is our source
of strength, our lives become even more complete.
God wants us to be happy people and to have pleasurable days with total trust in His everlasting love
for us. And, although life bears many daily challenges, the way we handle these various situations
can often determine the kind of day we will have. An
active prayer life, a good attitude and a positive outlook are ingredients that will help us to have good
days. Each day we should resolve that we will not let
other people's negative actions or words hinder us,
and we will put our trust in the Lord who gives us
strength and confidence.

NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
ham &6pni
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
(On m
Worship
II a in. & 7 p.m.
OWENS CHAPEL
•
Sunday School
10:00 •.m.
Preaching
1100a.m.
Prayer Servo,
530 p.m.
Church
600 p.m.
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship 8,45 a.m. & 11 a.m & 6 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
10700 a.m.
Worship
II am &6 p.m.
Wednesday
7,00 pin.
SCOTTS GROVE
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7:00 p.m.
Prayer 8. Fasting for Spiritual
Awakening
Sat. 6 p.m.-10 p.m.
SINKING SPRING •
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m.. 630 p.m
Wednesday.
7 p on
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
900 a on
Worship Services
10 a m
Discipleship Training
6 p on
ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

9 30 a in
II a.nt

SUGAR('REEK
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worships
11 a in & 6 p m.
Wednesday
7 pin.
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11,00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening
700 p in
Sunday Evening
6:00.p.m
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9.30 win
Worship
1030 a.m & 6 pm.
Wednesday
7p m
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
Worship
II am &fipm
Wednesday
7 pm
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.in
Worship
II am &6 p.m
Wednesday
7 p re,

CATHOLIC
1a30

ST LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
600 pin.
Sunday Masses
Sam dr 11 em

CMIUSTIAll
- AURORA CHRISTIAN
Worship
II it //1 & 6 p ni
Bible Study Sunday
10 a m
Bible Study Wednesday.
7 p ni
FIRST_CHRIST14.N
Sunday School . . _
900 a in
Worship Service
10 15 a in
MURRAY('HRISTIAN FELLA)WSHIP
Bible. School
4.144 a ni
Worship
311 a M
E-.,-nnm i So nice
4:15, 4 ?

CRRISTUUI SCIENCE SERVICES
sood.i. :shoot
Radiiig Room Fiery W.41
2nd .11 ideirsda s

lAlCUI4T GR()VE
Sunda. School
Inlaid RI
Morning Vtor*hip
11 0 ni & It p m
Wednesday Worship
7 00 p on

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunda) School
9 30 /1 ni
Morning Worship
10 r; a in
Evening Worship
is
p 111
7 00 p to
Wed Bible Stud)

CHURCH OF CHRIST
Al.moctiuRclit OF CHRIST
Bible School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

IMP 0 //I
9.54) a in
6
pm

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11 -30 a.m & 7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m
Friday Worship
7 p.m.

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
ii') rnsles west of Lynn Grove
Sunday School
1000 ern.
Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Service
7:30 p.m.
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 10.30 am &fipm
Wednesday Family Training
7 pm
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sundays
10:30 e.m
Wednesdays
7.00 p.m
AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
1408 Sycamore Si
Sundays
10:00 a.m & 5:00 p.m
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.

DEBOTAII'S VIMIESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9:30 a.m
Watchtower Study
1030 a.m

METHODIST

PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10-45 a m
Eserung Worship
6-00 p m
SECOND STREET
M'orning Worship
lii 'IS. in
Evening Woiship
p in

10:00 ain
1100 a.m.

PALESTINE UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship

NIV Psalm 3:3

NEW CONCORD
Worship
950 a m & 6 p.n.
Bible Classes
9 a to
Wednesday
p.m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
10:00 a.m
Evening Servicl.
6-00 p m

1? '1 pm
to

Worship
Sunday Schisil

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 p.m
Wednesday
7 p.m.

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
900 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m.

GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CILRLST
Worship
5 a.m.. 9 em & 6 p.m.
Bible Study
10:15 a.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
900 a.m.
Worship
10.00 a m. & 6:00 p.m

11.00 a.m.

MT.CARMEL

MT. HEBRON
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School

But, you are a shield around me,0 Lord; you
bestow glory on me and lift up my head.

DEXTER
Sunday School
9:30 a.m
Worship
1030 a rot . & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10:00 a.in
Morning Worship
11:00 a in
Sunday Night
600 p.m
Wednesday Night
7,00 p.m
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
1000 a ni
Morning Service
1045 a.m.
Finning Worship •
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
.9 00 a on.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p m
Mal-Week Worship
7.00 p.m
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Class
9-00 et,
Mornmi:
10:00 mn,
Wed ro
•
7,00 p m
KIRK'/) I MACH OF CHRIST
10 041 a.m
SI foto., K0e
14):54.4 a Pi
Evening Worship 7-410 m
,Sunday & Wednesdays ,
MT OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
104(4) a.m
Morning Worship
11 -00 ant
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m

Morning Worship

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
700 p.m
Sunday Morning
10 00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
7 00 pot

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 em
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.

ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
4:00 p.m.
Sunday Mast,
a.m

LEIHIETTElt MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunda. School
00 a rrn
Preaching
H ni k 0
p ni
Wednesday Night
7
p in
LIGHTROCSE BAPTIST CHURCH
-day Si hor,l
WOO nt
, ship
11 to & ((pit,
..i-dnesrla I. St orship
7
p to

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Sun. Spiritual Training
10 a.m.
Sun. Celebration Service
11 a.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 ern
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
850 a.m
Sunday School
9.50 a.m.

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
9:00 a on
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Preaching
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Service
MOO a.m.

NAZARENE
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
630 p.m.

PENTECOSTAL
APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 ern & 5 p.m
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Church
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00
Sunday Night
5:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
.7:00 p.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
1010 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
PROMISE OF HOPE CHURCH
Sunday
10:00 a.m
Sunday Evening
6:00 p.m
Wednesday PM
7:00 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10:00 em
Worship
Ilani & 7 p.m
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
6:00 p.m
Worship
1030 a.m. & 6 p.m

WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p.m

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.tn
Worship
11.00 a.m.. 6:00 p.m.

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
910 a.m
Evening
6-00 pm
m.

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
4:45 & 11 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.

TRINITY CHRATIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
10:50 a.m. & 6 p.m
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m_

CHURCH or JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER RAY SAINTS

GOOD SHEPHERD UNIETED
Sunday School
.
1000 a.m.
Worship Service
1100 a.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:10 a.m
Sacrament Meeting
12:10 p.m

GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
9:00 a.m
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship Service
11:00-7::30 pip

EPISCOPAL

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Worship
945 a.m
Sunday School
11'00 a.m

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship
10:30 a.m
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship
5:00 p.m.
-12 00 pm

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:03 a.rn
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

INDEPENDENT

KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship Sunday
10.30 a in
Children's Sunday School 11.00 a m
FREEDOM HOUSE
Sunday Worship
10:30 a.m
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Worship
10700 a.m.
Wednesday Home Groups 6:00 pm

LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:30 a.m.
Church School
10:45 n.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.

LONE OAK PRI MITIVE
2 151 p ii
lit Sunday
3rd Sunday
2
p on

NEW CONCORD
Sunday Worship & Service
10 a.m.
Worship Sun. 6 p.m. & Wed. 7 p.m

LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Worship
10 a.m. & 6 p.m.

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:30 a fll
Worship
10:45 a.m
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10-0(4 a m
Worship Service
11:00 a.m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11:00 a.m
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
II a.m. & 6 p.m
UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 am
Worship
1100 a.m. & *1:3Opni

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
SArwEcicel thatielks tcp the mer-chcarits wh.c.) .rratcarc thiu ficsArv possible.
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Discount
with Church
Lincoln•Mercury Bulletin

701 Main St. • Murray • 753-5273

Murray Appliance
and TV
")our

tulhorized GE ShowcaAe Dealer'.
212 F. Ntlin St • 77):1- 1 5Sfi

;
4* genate
ce
all
•I,••••••••1 COI....Ike

-Aft

906 Glendale Road • !Murray, KY 42071
12701 759-1;;;

Si
LEDGER & TIMES
o

2710 7.53-1916 • y.v..v.-.marrayledger.com

5gta I
n'tk

Thornton Tile and Marble
y DOC 0/
4(1 nk‘.

tA5g 7

Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

0000
14ft

HOWARD 0
COIN FIPA INI Y

Office Technology Specialists
1-800458-0492
1393 State Route 45 North

612 S.9th St.

FITTS BLOCK 6
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete

Mayfield. y

CAMPBELL
REALTY
in 759-8780 • bompbellrealty.com

East Main Street

753-3540

C.-kRROLL TIRE & WHEEL
ALIGNMENT,INC.
1305 N. 12th St., Murray •753-1489
%ft, helm - Tow - Yoluauuna -

WE DELIVER!—A

VICTOR'S
1301 MAIN ST. • MURRAN

'1
.-or All Special

753-5719

CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944

Our Family Is Here To
Help Yours.
1707 W. Main • Murra • 270-753.1%2

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Care with a. Personal Touch

208 S. 6th St.• Murray, KY •(2703759-9500

Cain's
Occasions

304 Mein St„ Murray. KY 42071
3270) 759-5000

CHRYSLER•DODGE•JEEP

1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY. KY • 753-6448
www.cains net
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Band puts new twist on old favorite hymns
You have in your hands a
collection of very Old words set
to almost completely modern
music. The music comes from a
place of true reverence and
appreciation for the richness of
our past and an attempt to leap
across years and articulate that
past in a language that could be
embraced by us as 21st century
people offaith. These are songs
that carve out what we hope is a
new tradition ofchurch music. It
is our sincere hope that in
reaching back and listening to
the words of these hymn writers
we might find a renewed and
refreshed perspective on who we
are as a church today: where We
have been going all along, and
who we miRht be in the future.-Jars of Clay in
"Redemption Songs"
CD magazine
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
When Jars of Clay takes the
stage at Murray State's Lovett
Auditorium this weekend, lead
singer Dan Haseltine won't be
surprised to see some baby

boomers in the audience among
the college crowd.
The Christian band's newest
CD — -Redemption Songs" —
diversified its audience with its
collection of reinvented hymns.
Ha.seltine said the band created
the album to highlight the tradition of spiritual music, but along
the way he wasn't sure to whom
the music would appeal.
The younger generation has
prompted a praise song movement that replaces hymnals with
multimedia screens in many
churches. Meanwhile, the older
generation may not want a band
putting its own touch on traditional hymns.
"We could have been writing
a record for no one. We created
art without the intent to connect
with the market," Haseltine said
in a recent telephone interview.
"... With 'Redemption Songs,'
when we started to do it, it was a
side project. We didn't expect it
to take up as much time. It's
taken up a whole season of our
musical identity."
Actually, Haseltine and band-

W YOU GO
The Jars of Clay concert
begins at 7:30 p.m. Saturday
in Lovett Auditorium. The
event also includes fellow
Christian artist Sara Groves
and author Donald Miller.
Tickets are available by calling the Regional Special
Events Center box office at
762-3000. They are $15 for
the general public and $12 for
MSU students. All seats are
reserved. Remaining tickets
will be available at the door.
mates Charlie Lowell (keyboard, accordion, backup
vocals), Mau Odmark (guitar.
backup vocals) and Steve
Mason (guitar, bass, backup
vocals) created an album that
appealed to a broader audience
than anything in their 13 years
together.
"It's always hard to know
why a generation, why a certain
group of people. connect. It was
such a fun record to make.

Jars of Clay
Hopefully, musically it will
stand up," Haseltine said. -The
shows have been more a mix of

people than we've ever had
before."
After more than a decade

together, Jars of Clay has

II See Page 10A

ChurchBulletins
Various churches have McDougal, Corey Underhill. Ray, pastor, will speak about ship services, and about "How Phillips, ushers. Sunday School ship service. He will also give a
released information concerning Zachary Underhill. Austin "What We've Learned" as a part Christians Should Live" with will be at 9:30 a.m. and prayer children's sermon. Alvin Usrey
their worship services for the McCuiston, and Daniel Walker. of 40 Days of Community at the scripture from I Corinthians meetings at 5:30 p.m. No service will direct the music with .1,e' ••
coming weekend as follows:
Other ministers are Garry 10:55 a.m. worship service. 5:15 at the 6 p.m. worship serv- will
be
conducted
on Arnold and Cyndy Satter‘;
Westside Baptist: The Rev. Evans, involvement, and Nick Mike Crook, associate pastor of ice. Dee and Kathy Lipford will Wednesday.
as musicians. Melanie Carter
Glynn M. OIT, pastor, will speak Hutchens, youth. A short wor- music and worship, will direct lead the worship services with
First United Methodist: The will present special music at the
about "Attitudes &A Actions that ship service will be at 5 a.m. and the music with Margaret Wilkins Susan
Reynolds,
Hazel Rev. Richard Smith, senior pas- morning service. Sunday School
Promote Sexual Purity" with Bible classes will be at 10:15 and Lisa Ray,accompanists. The Brandon. Dee Lipford, Missy tor, will speak at the Early Light will be at 10 a.m. with Phillip
scripture from Genesis 39:7-12 a.m.
festival choir will sing "The Williams and Carol Kelly as service at 8:45 a.m. and the tra- Bazzell as director. A joint
at the 10:30 a.m. worship servImmanuel Lutheran: The Body of Christ" and "Call on accompanists. Sunday School ditional worship service at 11 Thanksgiving service with
ice. Tommy Scott is director of Rev. Dr. Chad Foster. pastor. Jesus" with Rhonda Roberts as for all ages will be at 10 a.m. a.m. Dr. Pamela Wurgler is min- Coldwater, Kirksey, Spring
music. The choir will sing "It Is will speak about "We Are soloist, and Amy Brown, and Divine Appointment, Dee ister of music with Joan Bowker Creek and Owens Chapel
Well With My Soul" with Looking forward To A New Jennifer Wann and Laurie and Kathy Lipford. will present as organist. Assisting will e Baptist. Churches will be at 6
Martin Severns as soloist. Heaven and A New Earth" with Edminster will sing "We Will a concert at 6 p.m.
Chandler Purdom and Mariel p.m. at West Fork with a meal to
Special music will be by • scripture from II Peter 3:13 at Dance- and -The Family Prayer
Grace Baptist: The Rev, Jackson. acolytes. Church follow the service,
Preschool - First Grade chil- the 10:30 a.m. worship service. Song." Joetta Kelly. minister of Sammy Cunningham. pastor. School will be at 9:50 a.m. The
Hazel Church of Christ:
dren's choirs. The Kirk Tally Holy Communion will be cele- preschool and children, will will speak at the 10:45 a.m. wor- Hanging of the Green will be at Wayne T. Hall, minister, will
concert will be at the 6 p.m. brated with Charles Benzing as have the children's sermon. ship service. An Evening of 5:30 p.m. The previous week's speak about"Whine or Shine" at
worship service. Ron Wright elder. Sunday School and Adult Assisting will be Dwain Bell. Praise will be at the 6 p.m. wor- worship service will be televised the 9:50 a.m. worship service
and Larry Dickerson. deacons of Bible Class will be at 9 a.m. deacon of the week, Al ship service. Henry Nance is at 11 a.m. on Charter Cable and about "The Worship and
the week, will assist. Eric with a social hour at 9:45 a.m.
Chapman and Dr. Allan Beane. minister of music with Oneida Channel 19 and the delayed work of the Church" at the r,
Miracle is minister.of students
University
Church
of A study will be at 6 p.m., but no White. Sherry Fortner and worship service on Murray City p.m. worship service. Classes.
and Shelly Harris is minister of Christ: Richard Youngblood, 8:30 a.m. service will be con- Kathy Garrison as accompa- Electric Cable Channel 15 at for all ages will be at 9 -a.n)
students. Sunday School will be minister, will speak about "A ducted. Sunday School will be at nists. Brian Steward is minister 12:30 p.m.
Sunday and 7 p.m. Wednesday
at 9:30 a.m. No dinner or activi- Gift for One Who Has 9:45 a.m. A church wide chili of youth. Assisting will be
West Fork Baptist: Pastor
Memorial Baptist: Dr. Jim
ties will be Wednesday evening. Everything" with scripture from luncheon will follow the morn- Jimmy Hale, deacon of the Wayne Carter will speak about
Glendale Road Church of Luke 17:11-19 at the 10 a.m. ing worship service. Prayer week, and Brice Ratterree. Gene "Thanksgiving: An Attitude of
Christ: John Dale. senior minis- worship service and Charley meeting will be Tuesday at 6:35 Collins. Allen Leslie and Kevin Gratitude" at the 11 a.m. wor- •See Page 10A
ter, will speak.about -Bless the Bazzell, minister, will speak p.m. this week.
Lord, 0 My Soul!" with scrip- about "Be Still and Know that I
First 'Presbyterian: The
ture from Psalm 135:19-21 at Am God" with scripture from Rev. David M. Montgomery,cothe 9 a.m. worship service. Bob Psalm 46 at the 6 p.m. worship pastor, will speak about "The
Owen will speak about -There's service. Assisting Sunday morn- Task of the King" with scripture
a Hole in the World" with scrip- ing will be Ben Wright, Vernon from Matthew 25:31-46 at the
ture from John 16:32-33 at the 6 Gantt and Kirk Starks. Danny 10:45 a.m. worship service.
p.m. worship service. Todd Claiborne is worship, leader and Margaret Boone is choir director
Walker. assistant minister and Jeremy Swindle is youth and with Lee Kim as organistsong leader, will direct the family minister. Bible classes pianist. Sarah Ledbetter will
singing. Assisting will be Walter will begin at 9 a.m.
play a clarinet solo, -Come,You
Lee Steely, Ronnie Sills, Gene
First Baptist: Dr. Wendell Have My Father's Blessing."
Assisting will be Carla Johnson
as liturgist and Carol Allen and
Stephanie and Juli McClain.
ushers. Sunday School will be at
(Pleasefollow the numbered steps to place your ticket orderfor the
9:30 a.m. and Korean worship at
Murray Christmas Festival.)
4 p.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist:
Dennis Norvell. pastor, will
1. Name
speak about "Safe in the Storm"
with scripture from Mark 4:3541 at the 8:45 and 11 a.m. worAddress
Phone

THE MURRAY CHRISTMAS
FESTIVAL, 2005
First Baptist-Church - Murray, KY

FREE TICKET REQUEST FORM
Sunday, December 4
5:00 PM & 7:00 PM

Introducing

City

State

Zip

The BusinessOwners'

Choice Policy.
The
Fi u nelsOwnen
('h nice

The BEST choice for
your business!

2.

Circle the TIME you wish to attend: Sun., 5 p.m. Sun.. 7 p.m.

3.

NUMBER of tickets requested (limit 10 perfamily please)

4.

INCLUDE A SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE.
If this envelope is not enclosed, the tickets cannot be mailed.
Mail ticket request form to: The Murray Christmas Festival
First Baptist Church
203 South Fourth Street
Murray, KY 42071

We give you "Your Choice" of
insurance coverages, all in one
convenient package

Photo provided
Divine Appointment featuring Dee and Kathy Lipford of
Murray will present a concert Sunday at 6 p.m. at Poplar
Spring Baptist Church. This songwriting team will be
showcasing some of their songs that will be released by
South-Star Records of Nashville, Tenn.. in February 2006.
This CD will also feature some favorite Grand Ole Opry
stars. The public is invited.

Contact your State Auto agent
today and take ownership of your
business insurance.

Do not send me any tickets if my requested time is
unavailable.

John
Williams

$100OFF
'Your Choice Auto'

Collision Deductible.
Receive $100 off your deductible
immediately and you could
qualify for $10.0 off each year
up to $500 total

Thurmond

Please send tickets to me for the other time if my
5.
requested time is unavailable.

RAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE
AGENCY

Reservation request will be filled in the order in which they are
received. Tickets may be ordered by mail only. No telephone
orders can be accepted. If there are problems in receiving
tickets, please call 270-753-1854 between the hours of
10 a.m. and 4 p.m. after Sunday, November 27, 2005.
Please order only those tickets which you require so that others may have
the joy ofattending.

211 S 12th St • Murray • 753-3415

INSURANCE s INVESTIIIEPaS
12TH

OLIVE MIARAY XY

Call for info: 762.1030

smTE Arm
Insu-aneeC,crnperies
"A business friend

you cm depend on"

First

Baptist

11urray Ledger & Times
10 1. • 1. riday.'Sovember IS, 2005

Lynn Grove, Coldwater plan Thanksgiving service
to be popular. you have to lie.
It's not a popular thing to talk
about frustrations and doubt,
and yet those are things I'm really interested in talking about. ...
Our success seems to be whether
we are able to be honest in our
music, if we are able to talk
about things people don't want
to talk about."
Some of the truth in the band
members' lives is discovered
right on the tour bus. Those
relationships give them another
topic to tackle in their lyrics.
"As a band, we just started as
guys who were friends. We really had to learn how to deal with
all the crap we go through on the
road, the relational side of
things," Haseltine said. "The
greatest victory is we are all still
friends. We still care about each
other. We have to practice that
vulnerability."
In that same close setting,
Haseltine has learned about
himself.
"There are parts of who I am
that I would have never had to
confronted if I wasn't living on a
bus with other guys who had to
react to selfishness or my bad
habits," Haseltine said. "It's like
getting married. There are certain things you'll never face
about yourself until you get married. - There are certain thing
about your character you'll
never face until you have kids.
There are things about yourself
you'll never face if you don't
live on a bus with guys."
Another change in the band
throughout the years is its
approach to being on stage.
Haseltine thought about this
while playing in Philadelphia,
Pa., in July as part of the Live 8
DVD project that includes 120
performances from a variety of
internationally known acts.
Concerts were held on the same
day in six worldwide cities to

From Page 9A
reached the point. as Haseltine
explained. of being able to
"bring the full weight of who we
are into our music.".Being
labeled as a Christian bands
mean some fans don't expect
Haseltine to sing about brokenness or moral struggles, hut
that's not the reality of who he is
as a person and who his bandmates are. Those truths, he says.
make the hand relevant.
"I think it's one thing for a
band to he around for a long
time. But it's another thing to be
relevant." Haseltine said. "Some
hands are doing it because they
need the money and it's an
unsafe place to stop. But to be
relevant is ditterent. When our
music stops being relevant,
we'll stop."
While at the recent screening
of "Walk the Line," a movie
About Johnny Cash, Haseltine
thought _about relevance, specifically how the late musician and
others weren't bound -by the
Christian music label.
• "When they talk about brokenness. they can be honest
about it. They can bring their
s ices into conversations. In
Christian music, you aren't supposed to be-involved in those
kinds of things, morally, even
though some people are."
Ilaseltine said. "That's one of
the things we. Jars of Clay, are
e vetted about. That's what
v4e'%e been able to do, to bring
the full weight of who we are.
We don't shy away from those."
And they've done that with
trust. Fans seem to understand
Haseltine is singing about things
the band is passionate about.
"What we're.finding is we're
more. eseited to have an audience that connects with what
were doing. That's being honest," Haseltine said. "Sometimes

bring attention to justice for the
world's poorest people.
"If that had happened 10
years ago, we would have been
so concerned .about how that
would affect our career, how we
would build off that, and not
have any • fun," Haseltine said.
"At this point, we are able to just
enjoy, able to savor that moment
and not worry about how to market this. I was able to think.
'This is amazing to be up on this
stage. What fun it is to be on this
stage and play.— Still, on stage. especially at a
college, gives Haseltine and his
friends a chance to share their
message.
"The two places I love playing most are college campus and
clubs. You get people out there
who love music; they love coming to the show," Haseltine said.
"College students are great.
People are having their worldview blown up. Everything
about their identity is changing.
It's a volatile, exciting time. It's
a powerful time."
Author Donald Miller, who is
most know for his "Blue Like
Jazz," will aid in Jars' message
at Murray State. Fellow
Christian musician Sara Groves
also will perform. Haseltine said
Miller's book is a collection of
memoirs about wrestling with
church tradition and learning to
look at what Jesus did rather that
what Christian culture does.
"We've created a system that
cares less about what Jesus did
and more about safety and comfort," Haseltine said. "It keeps a
lot of Christians ineffectual in
changing the world, in caring
about the world. His hook is
much like what we want to see
out of the church — a more honest approach to reaching out
people."

Lynn Grove and Coldwater
United Methodist Churches will
have a joint Thanksgising 1CIN ice on Sunday at the Lynn Grove
church. A potluck meal will be
served at 6 p.m. with the program to follow at 7 p.m.
Special singing will be
included in the program with
Bro. Tim Palmer as the speaker.
The evening will close with a
communion service.
Members of both churches as
well as visitors are invited to
attend this special service.

Three churches will
have service

West Fork

at Oak Grove
A community Thanksgiving
service will he Sunday at 6 p.m.
at Oak Grose Cumberland
Presbyterian Church. The Rev.
Randy Lowe is pastor at Oak
Grove and invites the public to
attend.
Participating in the service
will be the Goshen and Kirksey
United Methodist Churches with
the Res. Mark Earheart as pastor.

Thanksgiving
community
service will be at

A Community Thanksgivi4
service will he Sunday at 6 p.m
at West Fork Baptist Church
Other Baptist churches at
Coldwater, Kirksey. Owens
Chapel and Spring Creek are
congregations participating in
the-service.
The Rev. Terry Powell, pastor
of Spring Creek Baptist Church.
will be the speaker. Each participating church will also present
a special musical selection.
A fellowship meal will be
provided in the new West Fork
Family Life Center following
the service. The public is invited
to attend.

II. Bulletins
From Page 9A
Nimmons, pastoi, ss ill speak
about "Thanksgt sing is not
spelled t -u-r-k-e-s- at the 8:30
and 10'50 am' worship services.
Kathy Thw eau and Misty
W iams are accompanists.
Assisting will be tiobby Wilson.
(14.:Acon ot the 'Week. and Mark
Stindas School dime(
First 'hristian: 1)r. Charles
seitiot minister, will
peak it ii "What Really
scripture from
Matters" w
.that/i, 2.' ?1-46 at the 10:15
tIll 551'.hip sers ice. 1)r. Rolen
is e the children's ser'A III ,tls
Woo \la! k 1)scus is minister of
musi . ith lithe Warner. Donnie
lltii and Judith Flill as
accompanists The chaned choir
sliv,! -Thanksgising.'
Sk
ssis1111)2 %k ill he Keena Miller.
worship leader. John Fuqua and
liase 1.1dre4e. elders. Ron
Diana \men. 11elanie
1.,k11
Dawson. Itteda
l .iii all%1 11111 111hritten.
øf
('old% atvr ('hurt•h
hard twill, minister.
hrist:
speak about 'The('hurch.,
w
1 s.liisic NNork & Worshipiii sitipturc trom Alatthelt
at Ow II) 15 Jill sers
2.7
at-unit "6,51, Wondertul
Book tr;-. ss tili scripture from
4 6. 1 Ilse‘salinnans
(
it the r, p ni ser‘ ice Song
let will be K's in Smith
lartin's 'hapel t•nited
1 hc kes - Gene
NIclhoNlisl
en. pastor. w ill speak
tsqii -11 hat Kind 01 King Is
•
witt sciiptuie 111101
"1-4(1 at the 9 &Ill
;
Raipl
scr‘ icC
•t
.15.1 tlh is song leader wi n
1:1,k‘ unningham as pianist
S....hool will he at 10:30
.1 to ( lice Break and Bible
ill ht• at . 10 a.m.
I 11111,.1.1‘
(.4,4o1 Shepherd L nited
(1ene
[hi' Re
.
But keen pastor, will speak
allow. Vs hat Kind Of King Is
ss ith scripture from
Ibis
.:5 • ?/ 46 at the 11 a.m.
worship sers Ile Judy Lamb will
be the pianist w ith Diana
tidos k, choir director, leading
the singing. Sunday School w ill
he at 10 a ni
North Pleasant CrossPreshsterian:
1'iimIscrland

Goshen United -Methodist:
The Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor, will speak about "Thanks In The Rev. Mark Earheart. pastor.
Circumstances" with ,scripture will speak about "The Secret.'
from Ephesians 1:15-23 at the with scripture from Philippiam
11 a.m. worship service. Church 4:10-14 at the 9 a.m. worship
and youth time will be held. service. Tom Villaflor will bc
David Bogard is music director the pastor's assistant. Donna
with Margaret Nell Boyd as Maynard will direct Children's
pianist. Sunday School will be at Church. Tina Sexton will direct
the choir with Pat Brunn. Renee
I0
Emmanuel Baptist: Dr. Paul Doyle and Carla Halkias as
E. Mc Wherter. pastor. will accompanists. Becky Miller and
speak about "Don't Forget Our Bobby Etheridge will serve as
Purpose" with scripture from greeters. Sunday School with
Luke 14:28-35 and Prove.rhA Michael Brunn as superintend•
15.-22 at the 11 :Cm.-worship— em will be at - 1015 a.m. The
sers ice and about "The Church Sunday night %erNice and youth
Still Has A Purpose" with scrip- croup meeting have been canture from Matthew 28:18-20 at celed because of the joint
the 2 p.m. worship service. Thanksgiving service at 6 p.m.
Supday School will be at 10 at Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian_ Church..
Hardin Baptist: The Res
Elm Grove Baptist: Dr.
"Todd Buck, pastor, will speak Ricky Cunningham. pastor. will
about "A Song for today" w ith continue his study of Hebrews
seriPture from Psalm 3 at the and this week will begin a two8:45 a.m, worship sers ice and part sermon in Hebrews 4:1-11
about "the Coming Millennial focusing on "God's Rest" at the
Temple" with scripture from 8:45 and 10:30 a.m. worship
1:-;.titel 40 at the -p.m. worship services with Sunday School
wry ice. Whitney and Shauna conducted at both times. A spe •
Wicker and Luke Hinton will cial flag presentation will he al
bring special music at the morn- the start of the 6 p.m. worship
ing hour. Don Rowlett is assis- sers ice when the focus will he
tant music director with Emma on the Louie Moon Christmas
Dean • Clayton and Glenda offering. AWANA meets at 5:45
Row lett.. accompanists, and p.m. at the downtown campus.
•
assisted by the Praise & Worship
'team. Sunday School will he at
a.rn: and Discipleship
Fraining at 5 p.m.

Don't Forget Our
Ribbon Cutting
Friday at 2 p.m.

'•

uv &specialdiscounts,
this/971day/ Salivtikuy!

food

103 South 3rd Street • Downtown Murray • 753-3621
Monday-Friday 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.• Saturday 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

PREMIER NISSAN

Sewing
by Steven
weed

AISRP $20.985
Premier Discount
$1,200
Factory Rebate •
$800

Iliefakt&

• Drapery
• Specialty Rods
• Custom Betiding
•. Upholstery
• Accessories
• Design Service
.• Custom Blinds Available

NEW 2006 NISSAN

ALTIM4

A C Power Windows Locks, rat Cruose, CD Player
More Stock #6067 6 6071 Model Code 0571.6

0/).zring.11orr Than 1,t4h)
Fabric.. Ineltnitna

PATHFINDER

EAU FOR APPOINTMENT

270-753-6361

ALL NEW 2005 NISSAN
C Power Windows Locks rat
Seat 6 More Stock 05378

Accepting NeW Patients

alSRP! $26,0450
Premier Discount
$1,572
Factory Rebate
$500

Crosse 3rd Row
5367 Model Code 09215

THIS WEEK'S PRE-OWNED SPECIALS AT PREMIER NISSAN
2111 FelFM
CMid

1999 Cliwi I 2899 Fed
WeftI law

2112Isse 2985Pula 2193 Ms= 1199Pm
Astro FA
Son
Mee
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Had Credit Problems?

NO PROBLEM

Ear, Nose & Throat

Call Denise Foust

TODAY

of Murray
Phillip Mapper, M.D.
- Hearing Aid.,
..al Required -

CdIfot Appointment(270) 75940)1
l 51

8th Strevi - Suite 304E - iimns, 10 12071

731-642-0601
1-800-264-77'26
300 Hwy 77 Paris. TN
1-800-264-7726 •(731)642-0601
www.premiernissan.us

NEW HOURS: Service 7:30-5:00
Sales 8:30-7:00

•

"PA/11.1:.4.
(
.2.1i75t
'A. Will ikluAlf fun ii
Cuatwat,"

SECTION

ADJUSTMENTS
Admenboa aro mewled m moire trd rame
tion of OW ide Oar ens we Mune Lebow &
Term WI be rimporeine ror axe one axons*
noolon Am soot avaulti to mooned row&
eisly so contosons can be nada

DEADLINES
Fri. 11 am.
Mon. 11 ILM.
Yon. 5 p.m.
Wen 11 am.
Wed.5 pm
Thur 11 am.

Sat*

FRIDAY

CLASSIFIEDS
Moray Lodger lk now Fair Hooting Act Madre
Ali real estate advertised herein 15 sidled to the Federal Fait 010
000
Housing Art, which makes it illegal to adyertne any patter
era, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, reli- 426
030
gion, sex, handicap tarruhal status or national origin or
intention Sr make an suds preterences, linutahons or dr, 040
050
crumusabon
State laws foetid discnmination in tht sale, rental or adver- .070
tising or rear estate based on factors us addition to those protreted inkier Wend law.
100
110
r. dl know ingh accept an% advertising tor real estate
120
m
not ir vrolabon ot the law All persons are hereby
Intorml that all d %selling.% ad% ertued are avadable on on 130
140
equal opporturub bas'.

For further assistance with Fair
Housing Adsertismg requaement,
wntact NAA Counsel Rene r
648-1INC

LIENDIEW

ISO
156
160
165
180

NOVEMBER 18, 2005
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Lard Notes
Rollos
Personale
Finenerial
RoasemoWe Waned
Lail Add Found

Help beeimbse
Peolion Warded
Deitrielle I Cliticere
Stiellaillia Opportunity

Bermonlee
Cespenee
Ritlalleass Pieta
Ward lb Wry
Arliebis For Solo

Appemoose
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn I Gorden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
200
216
300
320
330
340
300
370
380
390
410
425

Fenn Equipment
been Equipment
Spoils Equipment
Firewood

II
-

Mobile Nome Lob For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mabee Homes For Rent
Mobile Hoare Lots For Rent
Summers itentele
Apartments For Rent
ROOM For Rent
Moues* For Flank
Storage ROOMS
Common:id Property
Pete I Supplies
Livestock I SuPP6
•
4
Public Sale
Lard For Rent or Leese

430
436
440
446
460
466
440
470
NO
462
490
406
500
510
520
530
560
570

•

N.

\

I

Real Islas

Laic Property
Late For We
Late For Rant
IRMO For See
Acreage
Moores Foe Soft
liasoreoclas I ATY
Aida Porte
Sean Way Velikees
Used Cars
Vane
Used Truck.
Carew,
Soots It Yokes
Services Offered
Free Coksmn
Tobecco Suppe.,

$325

St4.00 Column Inch, 00'. Discount 2nd Run,
Cri Discount 3rd Run.
L1Ithl.7 Paw Perh1
/
41
r coldmn inch extra for Monday (Shop.in: Guidel
I

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 2p wQrds 550 each
Additional Consecutive Pays: 5.11 per word per day
$3.25 extra for Shopper (Mon Classified, go into Shopping t,uide
13.00 extra for blind box ads

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop 1;ty our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS'REPORT

VISA

CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
STATEMENT OF NET ASSETS
JUNE 30, 2005

Honorable Mayor H. Thomas Rushing and
Members of the City Council
City of Murray
Murray, Kentucky

GOVERNMENTAL
ACTIVITIES

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities,
the business-type activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the City of Murray, Kentucky as of and for the year ended June 30, 2005,
which collectively comprise the City's basic financial statements as listed in the table
of contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of the City's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based
on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in
the United States ofAmerica and the standards applicable to financial audits contained
in Government Auditing Starudards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United
States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts
and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the respective financial position of the governmental activities, the business-type activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of
the City of Murray, Kentucky as of June 30, 2005, and the respective changes in financial position and cash flows, where applicable, thereof for the year then ended, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued a report
dated September 14, 2005,on our consideration of the City of Murray's internal control
over financial reporting and our tr.sts of its compliance with certain provisions of laws,
regulations, contracts and grant agreements and other matters. The purpose of that
report is to describe the scope of our testing of internal control over financial reporting
and compliance and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the
internal control over financial reporting or on compliance. That report is an integral
part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards and
should be considered in assessing the results of our audit.
The management's discussion and analysis and budgetary comparison information on
pages 3-6 and 36 are not a required part of the basic financial statements but are supplementary information required by accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America. We have applied certain limited procedures, which consisted
principally of inquiries of management regarding the methods of measurement and
presentation of the supplementary information. However, we did not audit the information and express no opinion on it.

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash in banks and on hand-Note 2
$2,281,773
Certificates of deposit
500,000
Investments, at cost, which approximates market-Note 3 278,018
Receivables (net of allowances for uncollectibles):
Taxes
34,945
Grants
159,281
Customer
3,110
Other
109,162
Due from other funds-Note 5
40,165
Materials and supplies, at average cost
36,374
Prepaid expenses
302.463
Total Current Assets
Non-Current Assets
Net capital assets-Notes 1 and 6
Unamortized debt discount
Restricted assets-Note 7
Total Non-Current Assets
TOTAL ASSETS

Howe & Melton; LLP
September 14, 2005

$6,881,010
900.000

TOTAL
$9,162,783
1,400,000
278,018

896,619
23,023
50,335
204,994
347.595

34,945
159,281
899,729
132,185
90,500
241,368
650 05$

3.745.291

9.303.576

13.048.867

3,548,462

29,627,721
56,204

33,176,183
56.204

100.80,t

2-562.464

2.669.869

3.649.267

32.252.989

35.902.256

$7.394.558

$41.556,565

$4&951,123

$331,391
220,481
192,000
57,000

$1,731,219
311,357
342.698
390,000
429,545

$2,062,610
531;838
192,000
399,698
390,000
429.545

LQ215

49,291
100,030
4.862

49,291
100.030
59.887

805.897

3.409 002

4.214.899

VIABILITIES

Current Liabilities
Accounts payable
Accrued salaries and wages
Other accrued liabilities
-Current portion of bonds payable-Note 9
Current portion of bonds payable-Note 9
Customer deposits
Accrued interest payable
Bonds
Customer deposits
Due to other funds - Note 5
Total Current Liabilities
Non-Current Liabilities
Notes payable - Note 9
Bonds payable - Note 9
Less: Current portion due

Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that collectively comprise the City of Murray, Kentucky basic financial statements. The introductory section, combining and individual nonmajor fund financial
statements, and statistical tables are presented for purposes of additional analysis and
are not a required part of the basic financial statements. The combining and individual non-major fund financial statements have been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and,in our opinion, are fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic fmancial statements taken as
a whole. The introductory section and statistical tables have not been subjected to the
auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and, accordingly, we express no opinion on them.

BUSINESS-TYPE
ACTIVITIES

Total Non-Current Liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES

187,000

3,986,345

4,173,345

2.863.463

2.863.463

6,849,808
1732 698/
6.117.110
9 526 11:,)

7,036,808
(789.698)
6.247.11Q
10.462.009

5.458.661

22,803.392
9.227 061
32.030.453

26,351,854
12.137.260
38.489.114

$7 394 558

$41 556 565

$48 951 123

187,000
(57.0001
130 00Q
935.897

NET ASSETS

Invested in capital assets, net of related debt
Unrestricted
Total Net Assets
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

3,548,4-62

2.910.199

CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
STATEMENT OF REVENUES,EXPENDITURES,AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2005

060
Notice

Help Waled
General

ESTATE TAG SALE BY OUIDA
1636 FARMER AVENUE
MURRAY, KY
FRI & SAT 11/18 & 11/19
8 TO 5
ANTIQUES:
Round Oak Table, Pump Organ and Stool. Oak
Dish Cupboard, Oak Book case, Oak Lamp
Table with Claw and Ball Feet. Child's Rocker
Child's Flat Iron. Lots of Stoneware Jugs and
Pitchers, Quilts and Quilt Tops. Old Linens.
Picture Frames. Hull Pottery, Wall Telephone
and more

Cherry Twin Bedroom Set, 4 Laiklerback
chairs. 2 Sofa's, Wing chair, Fruitwood Dining
Table. 6 Chairs. Buffet and China Cabinet,
Heritage Bedroom set. Mahogany Bedroom
set, Stereo, Records. Baby Bed, Lamps,
Linens, Vacuum Cleaner. Cord Organ, Tons of
smalls. many new in boxes. Ladies Desk. Card
Table and Chairs. Kentucky Derby Glasses.
Cameras. Lots of Tools. Washer & Dryer, and
much more
Advertising possibly the biggest household
sale of this year.
MARTHA HUGHES ESTATE

020

Legal
Notice

Nola

Due to the following
non-payment of rent a

PUBLIC
AUCTION
will be held On
Sat.. Nov. 26, 9 a.m.
AAA Mini Storage
1502 Dluguid Dr
Units 0 1, 31, 83, 88,
99& 101

FO, 11/18:
Country Band,
7:00PM-10:00PM
Sat, 11/19'
50's Band,
7100PM-10:00PM
437-4283
Lost and Found

CONTEMPORARY:

010

THE Shed Music &
Restaurant
Open:
Tues-Sat
11:00AM-8:00PM,
Sun 11:00AM-2:00PM

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends. Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
LOST 11/15: 5 month
old female Golden
Retriever named Salty
on State Line Road
East. Hazel. Reward.
270-227-1879,
270-492-8440

ORDER Thanksgiving
pies and cobblers mom
made at Sandra D's
293-3816 94E

Help Wanted

PINE Creek Resort in
Lynn Grove has been
sold and is permanently closed

2 metal stud framers &
ceiling
acoustic
installers needed in
Murray. 753-2121 or
703-9321

TAMALE plates are
here at Sandra D's on
Fnday 293-3816 94 E

Murray Ledger & Times
Classifieds

270-753-1916

service
QUALIFIED
technician
needed
Must have experience
in dry wall, tnm, vinyl
siding and finish work
Apply in person or send
resume to Arrowhead
Home Sales, 2003 E
Wood St.. Pans. TN
38242

REVENUES
Property taxes
Franchise taxes
Payments in lieu of taxes
Bank shares

Hiring cook and
host/hostess. Apply
in person Mon.-Fri.
at 616 N. 12th
Street. Murray.
No phone calls.
earn
DANCERS
$1.000+ weekly' The
Purple Building.
270-759-2153.
270-293-2069,
or
(270)534-0333 after
5PM
FIRST Step Learning
Center is hiring a full
time teacher. Please
bring resume to 814
Coldwater Rd Murray
IES has opening for
local driver with clean
MVR and security
guard (270)362-8100
LOCAL church seeks
P/T Director of Children
and Youth Ministries.
Please provide resume
that
demonstrates
vision, energy. skills.
and competency to
responsibly work with
others and relate to
children and teens as
they explore and learn
in a Christian environment. Send resume to:
P.O. Box
1040-C,
Murray, KY 42071.
EOE
POSTAL JOSS
$1522 to $21.62/hr,
now hinng For application and free government lob into, call
American Association
of Labor
1-913-599-8042. 24
Employment
hours
service.

Insurance tax
Licenses and permits
Fines and fees
Telephone line charges
Intergovernmental revenue
Interest
Miscellaneous income
CERS Unfunded tax levy
Grant funds received
Transient room tax
Total Revenues

$2,419.616
281,881
5,623
82,346
1,513,011
726,375
140,615
259,120
60,231
32,947
403,427
152.193
6 077 385

Other
Totals
Governmental Governmental
Funds
Funds

$-

91,687
220,592
10,494
143,767

$2,419,616
281,881
5,623
82,346
1,513,011
726,375
140,615
91,687
479,712
70,725
176,714

466.540

403,427
152.193
6.543.925

EXPENDITURES

General government
Police department
Fire department
Animal control
Street department
Planning and zoning
E-911
Tourism Commission
Drug Court Awards
Debt service:
Principal
Interest
Total Expenditures
Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
Over(Under)Expenditures

1,210,744
2,067,618
1,834,951
25,000
484,486
177,944

56,178
293,979
12,055

1,210,744
2,067,618
1,834,951
25,000
787,201
177,944
56,178
293,979
12,055

91,000
10.74
5.902.489

564.927

91,000
10.746
6.567.416

174 896

(198.387)

123.4911

320,000

152,193

472,193

1152.193)
167.807

(50.0001
102.193

1202.193)

342,703

196,194)

246,509

2.026.013

662.372

2.688.385

$2 368 716

$566.178

$2 934 894

302,715

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES(USES)

Transfers from other funds
Loan proceeds
Transfers to other funds
Total Other financing Sources(Uses)
Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues and
Other Financing Sources Over(Under)
Expenditures and Other Uses
FUND BALANCE,Beginning of Year
FUND BALANCE,End of Year

270.000

Check out the classifieds at: www.murrayledger.com

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE
ahead

Mon-Fri, 9-5: Sat. 9-2
641N 2 miles 011 right
We buy and sell good used furniture

HELP WANTED
SENIOR SUPPORT
SERVICES ASSOCIATE

Aucation/E vpenence: High school diploma or
tiED. One year of moderately difficult administrative or clerical experience in a aka:heal.
hospital or administrative office environment
kilditional education (college. sovational
Hail. etc.) may substitute for the requira.
renence on a year to year basis.
client fringe package. Increase in sat.i
,ling first year of employment. Applicatir.
inay be picked up at the Calloway (••
Health Center or at any Purchase H.
Health Center. Pre-employment screen'',
required. Resumes DO NOT substitute I.
application.. Copies of diplomas anti/or GI I
MUST be submitted with .applications to it
Purchase District Health Department and
later than end of business. November 2a.
Qt'Al . OPP(IRTUNITY EMPlOYER.

Murray Callomay County Hospital
Human Resources Specialist/
Health & Safety

tlek. Wanted
TOM `-• Grille • now hung for daytime servers,
and
night cook,
cashier Apply in person at 1501 N 12th St.
753-4521

BABYSITTING in my
home Daytime hoUrs,
close to town 6 weeks
to age 5 Call 753-7031
for more information
CLEANING houses is
Call
my business
Linda H 759-9553

WHITE satin wedding
w/
capped
dress
sleeves, size 16, $200
Call
270-753,6909
after 5PM

HOUSE cleaning
753-6671
Deta
MIRACLES
and
housecleaning
construction clean up
26 years experience
References If interns'
ed, please call
767-9428
NEED your home or
business cleaned/ Call
Teresi 11QQ ?•357 ,a
22'

MCCH offers a Lximprehensi‘e ,•onipensation and
benefits package Interested applicant rtird
e-mail their resume to.
llfok (a murray hospital org
or fax to 270-762-1905
kl(

Plh l(11,THERAPIST
Nil MCA'.THERAPIST ASSISI 1\
e at Purchase Area Physical therapy we .,
wing rapidly. Vve have an immediate.op,
,2 for full time, part time and PRN positai
physical therapists and physixal therar.
sistants Outpatient experience with orthof
industrial, and sports populations desir.i,
new grads welcome. I:At:client custoi,
Ke skills required. Comps:mixt: sal,•
,set.1 on caperroux. Four day weeks with
...kends Qualified applicants send ft.!%I.PI
- iii tWO tae-r.C4k t's tO address below or
754-95011

Tommy %%est. pr.
211K SIM(h Mh Street

Murray. k 42071
as: 1270r 759-9501

ATTENTION

OPENINGS;
Babies: 6-16 Months
ddlers 2-4 years

Great Clips is Coming!
Great Clips is Coming!
Who? Great Clips!
210-4C2 Hoirre professiorials Lon
for an interview arvl a list of employee
Ahich c.

A1 Great Clips for hair

L

°60—
PHONE SALES
LOOKING for a healthy
REPRESENTATIVE
dependable individual
with flexible schedule
S PORTABLE
to assist caretaker with
SCOREBOARDS has
the care of an elderly
positions available for
disabled person during
career minded individuevenings and on weekals with superior peoCalloway, ple skills As a Sales
in
ends
County Duties include
Associate you will be
assistance with in
working with new and
home daily needs light
existing customers prihousekeeping. meal
marily by telephone
preparation and comand Internet from our
panionship
Murray office
transDependable
portation and reference
If you are upbeat. converification required
fident. detail-oriented.
• Salary is negotiable
enioy working with peoSend
489-2506
ple, have outstanding
Box
resume to PO
phone skills and want a
1040-S. Murray KY
career.
rewarding
42071
please apply We offer
excellent pay with a
Office
MEDICAL
bonus incentive plan
Full and a competitive benSecretary
time Part-time Salary
efit package
depends On skills
. Typed resumes only
Email resume to
Send resume to PO
careers0 score
Box 1040-K
board1 corn or mail to
Murray KY 42071
S PORTABLE SCORE
ATTN
BOARDS
PART-TIME Network
Resources
Human
Specialist
Support
106 Max Hurt Drive
needed At least one
Murray. KY 42071
required
year cone
a ., • •
SAFETY
and one year even$2500 month",
floc* preferred Phone
trainees $3000 rm
system experience a
Company **tram
, plus Email resumes to
kl-F gam-1pm ontyi 1
c Ando,0powctrirrn corn
800-c'a p'10
HE/Witir1S
Or

Marl 10

-Research, 406—biotth
401 St. Murray. KY
42071

__MAL • , ,

on awe',
SOO S t2th St Murray

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Applirces

762-0210
alter renters. sale of
home, remodeling, new
construction, kit, bath
etc
windows.
Experienced- Valerie
436-5914 •

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Spyware removal
759.3556
Computer
THE
Computer
Remedy
repair, system recovery and in-home assis. 135-4667

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633
CASH paid for
aood. used gialtei
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th.
Murray. _
CKBUYING junk cars.
truCkS tractors and
metal boats. 436-5235
WANT to buy Junk Car
-and Trucks.oCall (.270)
474-2540-or 293-6199
Sr .11,;- 1 week

• •. -arigton 12
11,,
gauge semi shot go,
5525 00 767-0958
519-8570
AVON Christmas Open
House
Sat Nov 19th from 24PM
Take 121 South. turn
left on Hicks Cemetery
Rd First house on
right
Fun prizes and food'
Given by Sue Oliver
Everyone
436-2393
wek.orrie'

1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Apartments For RIM

Noon For Rad
2BR 8 miles north, no
plus
$235
pets
753-8582
deposit
227-1935
2BR trailer. Washer &
dryer, refrigerator &
stove furnished. 6-1/2
miles north on 121. Call
(731)479-2689
$300.
2BA
2BR,
(270)527-8808
3BR,2BA
LARGE
$295. 753-6012

Large Select icr

USED
APPLIANCES

Ward-Elkins
on the square

LOTS for rent
9866

753-1713

753-

SMALL 1BR apartment Has cable TV
and 5 premium channels, high speed internet and all utilities
included except' for
phone_ $320 a month.
deposit
$200
References. Park within 5 feet of door No
pets. 227-0406 or
761-1402
SMALL 1BR, no pets,
water paid 753-5980
VERY roomy, 2br.
2 bath, garage, C/H/A,
All appliances, 1 year
tease, 1 month deposit,
no pets. 753-2905

FREE
4-room satellite sysOVA & HD
tem
upgrades Get the first
month of programming
FREE plus 23 movie
channels FREE for 3
months Call Beasley
759-0901 or 877-4550901
HD Televisions
Come by 500 North 4th
Street. Murray & see
our large selection of
TVs All the newest
technology like DLP,
LCD.. Plasma & Rear
Protection from JVC.
LG. RCA . Toshiba &
Zenith from 20" to 65"
We also have home
theater systems &
entertainment centers
Beasley 759-0901 or
877 455-0901

OH lease Copiars

Avoilakka
. Hew Condition
lease or Purchase

16-25 Copies
Per Minute
Warranty As
Phone

800-858-0492

KOWARD D. HAPPY
COMPANY

Mum AA
LEDGERSNIMES

Ii

0,41 !loa
1001 5'1100.11 5.0, • 7:-..N-190.

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
*All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

1

-1,perlriwits For Rent

1 and 2 BR furnished
apts Coleman RE
759-4118
BLACK glass topped
dining room table & 4
1 OR 2br apts near
Living
$75
Murray
r:hairs
downtown
couch. $50
starting at $200/mo.
Please leave message. 753-4109
'61-1770
1, 2, 3 apts 753-1252
LEXMARK 3-in-1, sink
or 753-0606
with faucet, dishwash1,2. & 3BR apts. availer, trash compactor. able Please call
big
RCA
stove. fridge.
753-8221
screen TV, carpet, chil•1BR 1 bath washer &
dren's clothes, and
dryer. $335
household
other
•2BR. 1 Bath apt, kt,
goods 753-6415
appliances, w/d. $425.
sofa, •1BR. 1 bath, with
RECLINER
recliner loveseat (burstudy. w/d. $350
gundy, green, gold
753-7559
plaid) Lane rocker
1BR apt available, all
(green)
recliner
appliances furnished
Matching lamps All in
Mur-Cal Realty
condition
excellent
753-4444
$600 firm Call
1BR. all appliances.
753-8255 or 293-3604
Oaks Apts starting at
$250 Coleman RE
Ardiquss
759-4118
1BR-4BR apartments
FINE Porcelain China
Ask about move in tree
by
Garland
Blue
days Coleman RE
Johann Haviland China
759-4118
Corp 65 pcs 4892 bedroom. all appli2116 or 759-5000
Cambridge
ances,
HIGH post oak antique
area 293-6968
489-2413
bed $600
2 large 2 bedroom 2
994-5928
bath duplex apart210
ments with garage.
Firmed
Deer
new.
nearly
Meadow Subdivision
FIREWOOD $50 a rick
270-853-4496
(270)527-8368
28R, 1BA, $290 209
$35 00 S. 11th St 3 br 1 bathFIREWOOD
South
t21
nck
per
901 Sunny Lane $450
Call 978-0938
753-3415
SEASONED Oak
2BR, central gas heat
474-1421 227-8504
central air $275 and
up some with new carMobile Home Lots For Sat! pet Coleman RE
759-4118
EXTRA nice large 2BR,
COMPLETELY set up
2 bath apartment
1/2 acre S12.500
Carport, recently built.
753-6012
all appliances. $595
270
with one year lease
Mobile Homes For UM
759-3772

prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow 1 size 8 blue S150
each 270-492-8614

•Friday, November 25 deadline
is Tuesday, November 22
at 11AM.
'Saturday, November 26
deadline is Tuesday,
November 22 at 3PM.

Office Hours 8 a.m. —12 p.m.

'Dom

It Takes A Village
Childcare Center

Hairstyling in Murray
is about to change forever!

Help Warred

270-751-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283

Articles
For Sale
NEW laminate flooring
Shaw. Verfiloc wide
pine
dark
plank
includes padding. 995
$1,200
ort ft
(270)436-5998
SAFE (3 1/7T X 2'8"W
X
2'5"D) • $1,200
Electric wheel chair
$600 Call 753-9959
(D) or 759-4442(N)

Due to the
Thanksgiving
holiday our
classified deadlines
have changed.

I05 Diuguid Drise • Murray, KY 42071

753-8501

\1,irray Calliiw.i, County Hospital has an opening
' a Human Resources Specialist to manage the
.ikers compensation program. accident insestr.:Ion. OSHA reporting. safety training and lease
ihsence programs at MCCH and West View.
• belies degree required in Health & Safety or
RN with Occupational Nursing experience preI., tied. Minimum-of two years expenence
required in related area. Must be proficient in

I.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Open

The Purchase District Health Department o
i.-king applicants to till a full-time posit 1011
Senior Suppon Services ANMICIale at the
dloway County Health Center in Murray. KY
perform duties which include data entry.
:rood. receptionist. and medical records.
arung salary Is 57 40 per hour Of S592.50 hi. illy.

Murray Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

213 • ride). 'sox ember IN. 2005

16X80 2 Bath 97
Clayton Mobile Home
Fox
Set up on lot
excellent
Meadows

condition $18.000 or
best offer Call
1992 16)(80. 3-BR. 2Bath. newly remodeled $12.000 call for
appointment 753-4287
2 bedroom 2 bath
14x80 Carport shed.
new carpet and central
air Must be moved
227-3623
2005 CLOSE OUTS and
Singlewides
Doublewides - Buy
save
and
today
$1 000 s WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438
TO
REPOS
20
CHOOSE FROM. SINGLES & DOUBLES!!:
Come pick out yours
today,, 731-584-9430
JUST ANNOUNCED:
SO down available on
repos, No money down
& save thousands' Call
now, 731-584-9109
LAND HOME PACKIN
AGES. MOVE
TODAY All areas or
bring your deed for SO
down' 731-584-4926
3BR
REDUCED
mobile home and lot
$15,500 753-6012

213R, all appliances.
Story
$500/month.
ave (270)767-9948.
Available 11/19.
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N
16th St now accepting
applications for lbr
apt basic rent $330
month Call 753-1970
Leave Message
LARGE 3BR located
across from MSU 7595885 or 293-7085
LIKE new 1 year old 1
all applibedroom
ances Available Dec
1 Brooklyn Dnve Call
270-435-4382
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR 5340 00
38R $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEAR unrversity. Like
new large 2BR, C/H/A
Low utilities. quiet.
$420 What you've
for
looking
been
(270)527-2284

CLEAN room for ren
wffull house privileges
64" Big Screen TV. w/d
surround sound. color
TV in room Ott stree
parking. 759-1225

Houses For Rant
1BR in Hardin $350 a
month plus deposit No
pets 767-0508 or 2269081
2 bedroom, 1 bath
duplex Central H/A,
nice neighborhood 2
miles from campus.
Stove, refrigerator. w/d
hookup. $425 a month.
Lease & deposit
270-442-1290 or
270-519-4831
2BR. IBA, storage
building 571 Kintsey
Highway. Highway
299 $375 a month
plus deposit No pets
References required
(270)898-2340,
(270)994-3883
2BR. C/1-1/A, in country
with storage building.
No pets $375 plus
deposit 437-4386
3BR brick Sunroom,
w/d hookup, outside
storage No pets 7536931, 293-6070
3BR in Hazel, $350
month plus deposit and
lease 492-8526
3BR. 2 bath, Camelot
Subdivision. Available
5695
immediately.
month (270)435-4602.
293-4602
upgraded,
NEWLY
charming 2BR IBA
lakefront house in
Shores
Panorama
C/H/A
w/d,
plus
S400/month
Available
deposit
immediately
(310)567-9321
References required
IN Hazel. 4BR, 28A
with large garage
Available now. $650
month 1st last & secunty required
(270)492-8108
MELROSE Drive, city
schools. 3BR. 2-bath.
Brick, Central A/C. 2
car garage, big fenced
in backyard. redecorated Owner
(954) 345-1495

NICE 2BR duplex
753-7457 or 436-6357
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8868.

SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - Thai's all
you need New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-6424447.

TO
MSU,
WALK
Affordable 1 bedroom

TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or Now about 4
2
and
Bedrooms
Baths" Both pnced in
the $50's Call
731-642-6438 today',

ances and lovely covarea
picnic
ered
5275/mo unfurnished.
S325/mo nicely furnished 762-0991 or
559-1164

apartments including
basic kitchen appli-

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9am -4 pm kl-F
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MiNISTORAGE
•inside climate control
storage
•Securrty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

370
omrnercial Prot)
For Sale
PARIS, TN Best loca
non, court square. wes
side. 2 story. 2.500
floor
per
sq.ft.
(270)489-2116 leave
message.

QUARTER horse &
saddle, been cut, hasn't been ridden in 3
years, $850. 489-2413,
994-5928

707 South 12th Street
South Center 700
sq ft
1,000. 1200,
in
Available
Phone
September
753-1252, 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft
restrooms.
C/G/H.
parking.
of
plenty
excellent location near
Judicial building. 404 N
4th St. complex
759-3772
VERY large warehouse
on approximately 3
acres. Office space. 2
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup. steel hoist
beam, great lighting,
extra large overhead
doors, excellent location_ .Call 753-2905 or
293-8595
380
Pats Supplies
AQUARIUMS for sale 220, 150. 75, and 20
gallon. all with equipment 293-7917 4988702
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
Female Boxer puppy
Fawn with Black mask
$300.00 767-0143
227-5166
PEG'S Dog Grooming
M-F 753-2915
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

Wes
Annual
6TH
Kentucky Select Bred
Heifer Sale
Featuring 350 Bred
to
Bred
Heifers
Calving Ease Angus
these
See
Bulls
at
heifers
WWW ca uky edui
bredheifer,
West
Annual
3rd
Kentucky Select Bull
Sale
9 Angus Bulls with
EPDO Selling immediately after the heifer
sale
Saturday Novemer 19
at 12 Noon
Livestock
Ky-Tenn
Market Guthrie, KY
For more information.
contact Kevin Laurent
270-365-7541 ext 226
8 cows, 3 with calves,
all breed back except
one. all $6,750
436-2007

Yard Sale

YARD SALE
1632
MILLER ST
SAT.
NOV 19TH

460
mes For Sale
HOUSES for sale in
r•ewly developed subdivision. Pick the lot
and house plan of your
choice and we build it.
at
start
Houses
1200,
$70,000 for
square feet Pay after
completion
(3
months). Brian
978-1323.
sq.ft. home
NEW 4200.
near Murray Picture
views 10 acre farm,
streams. $168,000.by
owner 270-767-0958,
270-519-8570
QUAINT two bedroom
brick, large living room,
dining room, all with
floors.
hardwood
Central heat and air. 1312-861 -0942. Make
an offer.

8:00AM - 4:00PM
Arts, crafts, clothes.

electronics, CD'S.
DVD'S, toys,
outdoor equip

Reel Estate

RANCH Style. House &
10.5 acres, 1 mile from
SW school, 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
30x40 heated shop, 4
stall horse barn. 22x40
shed.
equipment
5224.900. Shown by
appointment 753-9212,
753-3992
SPACIOUS 4-BR
2 1/2 BATH.

Screened porch,
unbelievable storage.
1 acre lot near town

36x48 metal
outbuilding

753-1040 293-9842
1-285 acres. Owne
available.
financing
270)489-2116 leave
message.
FOUR bedroom apart
2005 Harley Davidson
ment, one bedroom
Lector Glide. $4.200
apartment. two efficienworth of extra chrome,
cies all under one roof
blue & silver, 500 miles.
South of university 1Paid 524,000, sell for
1/2 blocks
$21.000. 293-1231
1-312-861-0942. Make
2004 Yamaha Rhino
an offer.
TWO story bnck apart- 660. Low hrs. original
ment building with 5 tires & wheels, aluminum wheels, top,
Iwo-BR units. Excellent
income -producer. winch. $7.200. Call
after 5. 227-2121
$125.000
Sportster
HD
270-753-4109.
'03
100th
270-227-1545
XL1200
Anniversary. Vance &
Hines pipes, chrome
Lake Properly
extras, 7,400 miles.
WATERFRONT prop- $9.500 (270)748-7332
erty' KY's largest lakes
10 acres only $79.9001
Ideal location' New to
market Won't last' Call
owner 270-924-4328

2002 Yamaha Blaster
Black and white 200cc
two stroke, $1,500
759-1007. 227-0751

Adage
12 wooded acres in
County.
Calloway
sell
says
Owner
Mill
Red
$35.000
Real 270-924-4112
Homes For Ssis

18 acre horse
farm. 3BR,3BA.
8 stall barn with
attached indoor
arena. Must see!
270)489-2195
3 bedroom. 1 bath brick
home in quiet city
neighborhood
Immediate possession
753-7629
$84,000
after 4 OOPM

Suburban
2003
Loaded. leather seats,
46.000 miles. $26.000.
Call 227-5377. Serious
calls only. please.
2002 Ford Explorer
XLS. Great condition,
121,xxx miles, $7,500
OBO. Must sell.
753-9260. 293-369'7
Used Cars
2005 Monte Carlo
Super Sport. Black,
Paid
miles
3.700
$27.000. sell $22,000.
293-1231

99 Ford Windstar,
blue, 7-passenger. dua
sliding doors, $5,000.
Call 753-1184 after
5PM

3BR, 2BA. 1-3/4 ac in
Benton area. Screened
in back porch and 2 car
oversized garage
k Trucks
Il
[
(270)527-3605
FOR Sale By Owner
Websde
www homesbyowner c
ornMurray

BIG YARD SALE
north of Webasto on
641 North
Fri & Sat • 8AM-?

1/2 mile

99 Dodge Ram pickup
White with topper Low
mileage. nice $6.500
293-9970
pickup
72 Chevy
aircab. tilt
S W,B
wheel Must sell
759-5888

Bola & Weis

designer clothing - men's & women's medium to

Need to sell sour
holiao?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger 8 Times
270-753-1916

3XL boys' clothing, framed prints, many great
eBAY items and Chnstmas gifts. several neon
Budweiser bar signs. train set in box, decorating items, several TIRES. wheels, hubcaps,
misc. car parts, misc farm parts. Coleman generator. furniture, computers & parts. McCoy
pieces NICE ITEMS.

1998 Glastron GS-249
cruiser Low hours
Great pcotect boat at a
great price Blue book's
First
over
$18K
it.
takes
$10,000
(270)436-5998

Horoscope

rilwa

by Jacqueline Near
gs.

iAg
rfltUanY
r
‘
etnE
RESERVE A SPACE IN THE FALL
SERVICE DIRECTORY TODAY!

Ii

II
e-:

•

One spot includes the business
name and phone number. The
directory will run on Mondays,
Wednesdays,& Saturdays in the
Murray Ledger ek Times, and The
Shopping Guide on Wednesday.
The cost is $20 per week or $80 per nionth
Deadline Is Friday at II AM. No refunds for
cancellation Offer ends II/ 30/05

"IrtY

FOR SALE
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub &
tree trimming
Cali 753-1816
or 227-0611

Brick beauty in Crossfield Estates.
Corner lot, three car garage, 3+ bedrooms/3 baths, spacious utility room
and Florida room for afternoon relaxing. New carpet and paint makes for a
ready to move in home. Bring your
Christmas tree or Thanksgiving turkey.
Call 436-2865 after 6:30 p.m.

1

stands you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

David's Home
Improvement

DSW
PAINTING

31
).

226-0505

Free
Pallets

?r

APPLIANCE
REPAIR & PARTS
CHAD B. HUGHES
22
(270)226-9398
(270)492-8191

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

LEAF

a

REMOVAL
759-1289

S

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Can us we will be
glad to help,

270-753-1916

itt

19
a
St
it

5 4 II kiri 1 I- It R MI RR sl lilt
SATURDAY MORNING
ABCD 6:00 ' 6:30 7:00 .1 -7:30 8:00 , II:30 900 I
Good Morning

WKWI-ABC 2 2

News t

MAE 3 3 3

Peel

WSIIVelle 4 4

Chemed 4 News Today-Saturday
Weekend Morning ReportI

1011-CIS S 5

Paid

"Good Morning

KBSI,Fox

7 Antler
GED

9 9 2 3 Paid

VOOTV-UPN 10 17 11 30 Paid

Forum

KFYS-CM 12 12 12 12 Breakfast Show
WGN

16 36 9 10 Enter-

INSP

17 63 21

Advisor Paid

lazy-

Paid

Lie

Tulin-

Go
Time

Thai

Trading Darcy

eers

UMW MI Dues- 1
-1
Right 29 Endue ,

Trading Darcy

Wale Proud

Couch

Paid

ipaid

!AMU-PBS 21 21 5 11 Bob
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installed.
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BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Saturday. Nov. 19, 2005:
You are entering not only a fabulous year. but also one in which
your intuition will guide you.
You simply make the right
choices at the right times. You
can afford to be on automatic
this year. Sometimes a partner
could be touchy or difficult. Be
happy that at least this person
talks about his or her grievances
and doesn't hold back. You find
that relationships work, especially if you don't get plugged
in. In fact, if you detach, you get
the positive answers and solutions you want. Education or a
foreigner plays an important
role, opening the windows of
your maid. If you are single,
romance will come to you.
You'll have many choices. If you
are attached, add that old spark
to your bond. CANCER under-

•

Call Jill or Julie at 753-1916

4
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Zookeeper cringes at parents
passing misinformation to kids

lookingBack
10 year's ago
The office ol Calloway County Circuit Court Clerk Ann Wilson
not the only area of the
Miller Courthouse Annex that
needs room. Esery aspect of the
annex is too small, according to
county employees a th offices
there.
Published is a picture of Calloway County fire-Rescue members lighting a fire in Kirksey on
Nos. 17. hash burning near the
mobile home caught leases on
tire which spread around and under
the home, owned by Brian Allen.
The photo was by Stall Photographer Bernard Kane.
Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Campbell
will he married SO years Dec. N.

Red Cross.
Pvt. James E. Smith, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar T. Smith of
Murray, was deployed to Fort Stewart. Ga., with members of 101st
Airborne Division at Fort Camp.
bell to participate in a field maneuver Oct. 21 to Nov. 16.
Mr. and Mrs. A.T. Moore were
married 50 years Oct. 26.

DEAR ABBY: I work at a
large zoo, in the children's zoo
department. I cannot count the
number of times I have heard
parents, out of ignorance or
impatience, lie to their child
about
the
animals they
are observing.
In
an
enclosure
with several
species of
animal, for
example,
Dear Abby they will tell
their child
By Abigail
that pygmy
Van Buren
species
(smaller
than nun-pygmy when fullgrown) are actually babies of
large animals. I have also seen
them give incorrect information
about animal behavior, diet and
habitat.
I want to ask these parents for
something: Respect your child
enough to admit that you sometimes don't know the answer to
their question. If you don't
know the answer, ask a keeper.
We are usually on hand and
never mind talking about the
animals we love and interact
with daily. We enjoy showing
people how amazing and fulfilling these animals can be. and it
pains us to hear parents provide
misinformation to children. -- A
KEEPER IN THE EAST
DEAR KEEPER: You have
rattled the right cage. My assis-

.10 years ago
Airman Ronald E. Jones. son
of Mr. and Mrs. Milton Jones.

has returned to Alameda, Calif.,
aboard the attack aircraft carrier,
USS Coral Sea, after an II-month
deployment to the Western Pacific.
Recent births repulsed at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. William Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Steele will
he married 50 years Nov. 23.

20 years ago

Murray has been named as tine
of only 13 cities in the state to
receive a silver designation as a
Calloway County High School
1985 Certified City." This is the Lakers lost 93-66 to the North
third consecutive year kir Murray
Marshall High School kts in a
to receive the award presedteifbi---basketball game. Henry Armstrong
the Kentucky Chamber of Com- was high ptiint player for the Takmerce. Steve Zeit vice president ers.
of Murray-Calloway County Cham50 sears ago
ber of Commerce and Mayor
Murray-Calloway County UnitHolmes Ellis are pictured with ed Fund Commission fixed the
the award in a photo by Staff budget at SI7.077.88 for the drive
Photographer Kes in Bowden.
to begin here Nov. 29. CommisBirths reported include' a boy sion officers are Holmes Ellis,
to William and Trudy Wyatt. Nov. Maurice Crass Jr., Ruby Pool and
a boy to John and- Michele C.O. Bondurant. The executive
Thurman, Nov. 16; a boy to Jess committee is composed of George
and Cynthia Miens. Nos. 17.
Hart. H. Glenn Doran, Delano
30 years ago
Waldrop and Onus Guthrie.
The McDonald's hamburger
Recent hinhs' reported at Murchain has purchased property on ray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
North 12th Street from Bill Bark- and Mrs. Edward Kirks. a boy to
er for a restaurant in Murray. ConMr. and Mrs. Toy Bolen. a boy
struction is scheduled to begin in to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hornsby.
February.
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. C. NorPete Waldrop has been named
man Mathis, a boy to Mr. and
as general chairman for the fundMrs. J.C. Walker and a girl to
raising drise for the Calloway
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest A. Clevenger.
.,irity Chapter of the American'

Todaylnllistory
By

The Associated Press

'Today is Friday. Nos, 18. the
322nd day of 2005. There are 11

In 1883. the United States and
Canada adopted a system of Standard time limes.
In 192h. the first successful
sound-synchronized animated cartoon, Walt Disney's "Steamboat
Willie." starring Mickey Mouse.
premiered in New York.
In 1966, U.S. Roman. Catholic
bishops did away With the rule
against eating meat on Fridays.
In 1957. the congressional Iran-

days left in the year.
Today 's Highlight in History'
on Nos. IS. 1901. the Uroted
States and Panama signed a treaty
granting the U.S. rights to build
the Panama Canal.
On this date:
In 1820, U.S. !Sias) Captain
Nathaniel B. Palmer discovered
the
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Dr. Peter Gott

Should I see
a neurologisb or do you have
other suggestions?
DEAR READER: Hip-muscle spasm can accompany spinal
arthritis because the abnormality in the spinal bones often
causes poor posture, for which
the hip muscles attempt to
compensate. Before devoting
attention to the hip problem,
see your doctor for ways to
treat your arthritis and osteoporosis. Getting these difficulties under control may relieve
your hip pain.
Arthritis is commonly treated with analgesic/anti-inflammatory pills, such as Motrin.
Osteoporosis can be helped by
calcium replacements (1.000 to
1,500 milligrams a day). and
bone-stabilizing prescription
drugs, such as Fosamax or
Boniva.
Your
family
physician
should be able to supervise
and coordinate your treatment,
using specialists, such as neurologists and orthopedic surgeons, as necessary.

ContractBridge
Odd incidents occasionally occur
in major tournaments. tor example,
there was the time some years ago
when a young Polish pair. representing their country for the first time in
the annual world championship.
arrived at a dreadful grand-slam contract. When the opening lead was
made and dummy appeared, it
became obvious to the declarer that
his partner had overbid his values by.
at least two tricks. Declarer looked at
the dummy, then looked at his partner and said, "That dummy is an
insult to Poland!"
If you were West on the hand
below, you might have similar feelings if you reached Six Spades due to
partner's optimism. However, they
don't allow you to back up and
change the contract, so the question
is how to proceed after North leads
the ten of clubs (assume the missing
trumps are divided 3-1 or 2-2).

trumps and continue with the A-1(
and another heart, ruling in dummy.
Then you play the club five, taken by.
South with the king. You naturally
hope South will return a diamond
away from the king. which would
hand you the slam, but he cleverly
leads a heart instead.
After discarding a diamond

this position:
North
•1
•98

West

WEST
EAST
•K 10 9
•AQ -876
VA K 3
IP 76
•A 10 2
•Q 5
•A 3 2
4.1 6 5 4
The only genuine chance for the

slam is to find South with the doubleton K-Q of clubs, as well as the
king of diamonds. Accordingly. you
.play low from dummy. and South,
luckily for you. produces the queen.

You next

cash three rounds of

TI415 LADY ASKS ME WOW
OLD I AM . . I TELL. PER
I'M A HUNDRED AND FIFTY..

EVERS TIME I RIDE ON TWE
BACK OF MY MOM'S BICYCLE
I AGE TWENTY YEARS'
5

East
•c
+J6

+1
•10
•3
South

•9 7 6
Whatever North discards on the
spade jack, you make the slam. Of
course, you should also be sure to
congratulate your partner on the brilliant sequence of bids that allowed
you to reach this dreadful slam!

Tomorrow: Creation

of an illusion.

34 Luxury resort
35 Come to the

rescue
36 Shows distress
38 Want-ad letters

'ligI Now
• isfithe.:

39 Beavers

young
40 Cargo unit
42 Slump
44 Seize suddenly
46 Dwindled

50 Wading birds
54 Eroded
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58 Sign
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60 Cable network
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and

ruffing the heart with dummy's last
trump. you return the queen of diamonds, covered by the king and ace.
Miraculously, you are now on the
verge of making the contract if North
holds the jack of diamonds. You
hope he started with a hand such as-.
*542 1,01082 OM•10987
If that's what be was dealt, he
will run into terrible trouble when
you next lead the jack of spades in
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FACE-,

To give you related inforsending you copies
of my Health Reports "Osteoporosis" and "Understanding
Osteoarthritis."
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've
been diagnosed with a sinus
infection and suffer from postnasal drip. Antibiotics don't
help. I have a feeling of irritation, a possible lump, and
wonder if this is to be expected with post-nasal drip. I'm
beginning to feel as if I have
a mystery illness, and it's driving Me crazy.
DEAR READER: Chronically congested' sinuses can
become infected and may also
cause an intermittent mucous
drainage down the back of the
throat. Such a post-nasal drip
may lead to chronic cough and
choking. a sensation of a lump
in the throat, and a persistent
irritation.
In my view, your doctor
should investigate the reason
for your sinus problem. Perhaps the antibiotics you were
prescribed weren't given long
enough. Maybe you have an
undiagnosed allergy. Or you
might have polyps, benign
growths in or near the sinuses that may need removal.
To start with, you need Xrays or a CT scan of your
sinuses, in conjunction with a
thorough ear, nose and throat
exam by a qualified otolaryngologist. You may need to see
an allergist.
Your family physician can
start the ball rolling and make
the necessary referrals. Don't
delay; your "mystery illness"
may not be so mysterious after
all.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I've
had a lot of back pain over
the years and have been diagnosed with osteoporosis and
arthritis.
During the
past three
months,
had
I've
spasms in
my
right
The
hip.
pain lasts at
an
least
hour and as
Dr. Gott long
as
eight
or
By

•••

ACROSS

FOR

Treat hip pain
at its source

-

tarn. Sherry. who is a docent at
the Los Angeles Zoo, informs
me that your complaint is all too
common among staff at zoos.
It does a child a grave disservice to give him or her misinformation. Children are little
vessels. If you fill their heads
with nonsense, they'll pour it
forth at a later date -n embarrassing themselves in front of
friends or in the classroom,
where they'll feel like idiots
when it's pointed out that they
are wrong.
It seems that one of the most
difficult phrases in the English
language for people to utter is,
"I don't know." Perhaps that's
because they are afraid it will
make them appear stupid, so
they try to fill the vacuum by
saying something
a mistake.
A more constructive approach is
to say. "I don't know, -but I'll
help you get the answer," especially when talking to a child.
Nobody knows everything, and
learning is most fun when it's a
shared endeavor.
Zoos were created for the
purpose of education, conversation, recreation and research.
When visiting a zoo, if you have
a question, you should ask a
zookeeper or a docent, if one is
provided.

DEAR ABBY: I am a 30year-old woman, married to a
man in his mid-50s. "Andre"
and I have an 8-year-old daughter together, and he has three
grown sons I helped him raise
over the last 10 years.
My problem is I feel deep
inside that I'm missing out on
what is supposed to be my
Contra committees issued their final
"real" life. I know I was meant
report. saying President Reagan
bore "ultimate responsibility" for
to have more children, but
wrongdoing by- his aides.
Andre had a vasectomy and
In 1999. 12 people were killed
doesn't want any more. I would
when a bonfire under construclike to return to college and get
tion at Texas A&M University
my degree, but Andre doesn't
collapsed.
In 2003. the Massachusetts support that, either. I'd like to
work with children or in a helpSupreme Judicial Court ruled. 4ing profession; Andre refuses to
3. that the state constitution guarlisten.
anteed gay couples the right to
I have tried to ignore my feelmarry.
ings. I have been to counselors,
and on and off anti-depressants
for years. I don't think I love my
to6 RAN
husband anymore, and I feel in
OvroF6Luf
my heart that this marriage isn't
501 1-141)
healthy
for me or our child. But
5ric.iiI can't seem to make myself
EVER41141446
leave because of our daughter.
oiln4
(Not to mention that Andre tells
me all the time how much he
loves me.
Bottom line: At what point,is.
.
1,4,
0j
it OK to make a decision you
know will hurt someone else
ter
,
&
001
just for yourself'? -- UNHAPPY
IN NEBRASKA
DEAR UNHAPPY: Because
counseling and medication
haven't helped, the time is now,
while your husband can still
find a woman whose values are
more similar to his own than
yours are.
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Cronin caps
off recruits
with 6-7
toward

TENNESSEE-MARTIN 49, MURRAY STATE 20

End of the Roa
Racers lose head coach; season finale at Martin
Pannunzio's contract not renewed at MSU
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Ending weeks of speculation, Murray State
athletics director Allen Ward announced this
morning that the school has elected not to
renew the contract of Racer head football
coach Joe Pannunzio.
"I tried to take my time with this decision. I wanted to let the season play out and
see as many games as a I could in order to
make what I felt was the right decision," said
Ward. -Ultimately, the struggles we've had
on the field this year kept me- from considering other factors.
"It's unfortunate that we could not have
been more successful this season, which might
have allowed me to consider other factors
more extensively before making my recommendation," he added.
Pannunzio's six-year tenure as the MSU
head coach officially ended on Thursday night,
when the Racers completed a tumultuous season with a 49-20 loss at Tennessee-Martin.
With the defeat, the Racers (2-9) suffered
their worst finish to a season since going 29 in former coach Mike Mahoney's final season of 1992. Additionally, the squad's 0-7
Ohio Valley Conference record marked the
first time since 1966 that a Murray team
ended a season winless in league play.
Pannunzio, who replaced former coach Denver Johnson following the 1999 season, compiled a 30-37 record in his six seasons at
MSC. including a 20-22 mark in OVC play.
The highlight of the former Auburn and
Ole Miss assistant's time at the helm of the
Murray State program came' in 2002, when
the Racers earned their first conference title
since 1996 by finishing 7-5 overall and 5-1
in the OVC.
MSU earned the league crown on the final
Saturday of the regular season, when former

id

it's unfortunate that we could
not have been more successful this
season, which might have allowed me to
consider other factors more extensively
before making my recommendation.

IP

— Allen Ward
MSU athletics director on his decision
to not renew Joe Pannunzio's contract

Special to the Ledger
•The Murray State Racers
have added 6-foot-7 for ard
Curtis Parker to an already
impressive list of recruits for
the 2($-07 season.

Parker is a talented big man
from Shelton State Community College in Tuscaloosa. Ala.
Parker has been on the Racers' list ot
potential
recruits for
some time.
• this
and
he
week
a
signed
national letter of intent
to play for
Murray State
Parker
next season

Murray -High standout Shane Andrus' 52-yard
field goal lifted the Racers over defending league
champion Eastern Illinois 37-35 at Roy Stewart Stadium. Murray went on to fall 59-20 in
the first round of the Division I-AA Playoffs.
marking Pannunzio's only appearance in the
postseason at MSU.
"I am disappointed with this decision. as
I am disappointed with the outcome of our
football season," Pannunzio said in a statement released Friday morning. 'Obviously,
this has been a very trying and tumultuous
journey. trying to satisfy the decisions. hopes
and expectations of the current university.
administration.
"My only hope is that we touched some
lives in a very unique and loving way; and
along the way we have produced some young
men who have acted and will continue to act
with the utmost class and integrity." he c.ontinued.
"This community has always been very
supportive of my family and the families of
our craching staff. For that, I - will be forev er grateful."
Some oft-the-held trouble. also plagued

as a junior.

-

MSC head 'coach Mick
Cronin said Parker was a priority for him and the Racers'
staff from the first time they
saw him play.
"We're thrilled to sign Cur.
wiwowoo"
tis Parker. He is big. has great
hands and can run and jump,Cronin said."Most athletic players don't have his width and
strength: he is a versatile big
man that we needed to add
after Pearson Griffith and
Charles Johnson graduate.".
Parker played as a freshman for Shelton State head
coach Barry Mohun. and is
one reason why the Buccaneers advanced to the NationSCOTT NANNEYIedger & Times Photo
Junior College Tournament
al
shouts
Pannunzio
Joe
coach
head
State
Murray
last spring, where they finished
instructions to his team during Thursday night's
eighth in the country with a
season finale at Tennessee-Martin. MSU announced
30-8 record. Parker averaged
this morning that the sixth-year head coach will
II points per game and grabbed
not be back on the Racer sidelines in 2006. In his
seven rebounds per outing.
tenure. Pannunzio guided the Racers to a 30-37 record,
"We had a sophomore that
II See PANNUNZIO Page 30
including the 2002 OVC championship.
went down late in the season.
Curtis came in and took over
and was a key for us making
the national tournament,- said
Shelton State coach Barry.
Mohun. "He does a lot of
By SCOTT NANNEY
things well."
Sports Editor
As a prep player from
MARTIN, Tenn. — For a
Charles
Henderson__ _. High
Murray.
-the
rfficrocOsin V
Parker was named
School,
State Racers' 2005 season.
.Mabatna All-State and was
one has to look no further
named -to- the Alabama- Norththan Thursday's season finale
South All-Star Team. •
at °hit) Valley Conference
Recently. Parker was named
rival Tennessee-Martin.
-preseason _region player_oL
the
.-The_ same problems -thatthe year and in - -the- first--foot
have plagued the Racers also
games Shelton State has played
season — injuries, turnovers
this season. Parker is averag—
gaffes
and special teams
12 points and 10 rebounds
ing
reared their ugly heads for
per game.
one final time in a humbling
"Once I learned about the
49-20 final at Hardy Grawinning tradition of Murray.
ham Stadium that signaled
State and - met the coaches.
the end of the Joe Pannuniincluding Darren Sai'ino. I knew
zo era. at MSU.
that was the place I wanted
"I'm obviously disappointto be." said Parker.
ed with the season," said an
-He's a very good plaer.
who
Pannunzio.
emotional
I'd says he could be a nationsaid one final goodbye to
wide atop-25 JUCO player right
his team after six seasons
now," said Mike Mitchell. ot
and a 30-37 record, which
Midwest JUCO Report. "In the
included this year's 2-9 mark
south, he is one or the top 10
and an 0-7 worksheet in the
or 12 players.- Mitchell added.
OVC — the first time a
"In that league (Alabama Junior
wingone
Murray team has
College Athletic Conference),
less in conference play since
he'll average a double-double
was
it
thought
never
1966. "I
for sure. He has a great upside:
going to tujn out like this."
he's still learning the game."
e victory; the SkyCronin was impressed with
ha s (675, 4-4 OVC)
the situation Parker is in at
clinched their first winning
Shelton State.
season since 1993. In the
"His team made the nationprocess. UTM ended a 12al tournament last spring. so
the
to
streak
game losing
he is in a winning program.
Racers, who opened the scorand they have 'an excellent
touchdown
early
an
with
ing
coach in Barry Mohun." Cronin
but watched as Martin scored
said. "Curtis is a fun young
35 unanswered points to put
man to be around and will he
the game out of reach.
a good fit with the rest of our
Chad Cook's 5-yard touchplayers. Darren did a tremenSCOTT NANNEY'Ledger & Times Photo
down run on MSC's first
job in recruiting Curtis
dous
-MartinTennessee
the
against
offensive possession capped
Murray State quarterback Ken Topps (1) looks for some running room
and is to be commended for
late
game
the
left
Topps
Martin.
in
Skyhawks
defense during Thursday's season-ending 49-20 loss to the
.
his efforts.IN See RACERS Page 3C
in the first quarter with a broken wrist and did not return.
Parker joins Daniel Ard..
Brandon Evans and JAY-R
Strowbridge as players who
will join the squad in the fall
of 2006.
With the signing of Shelton. Cronin and his staff ha, school state tour- completed this recruiting c1.1
event, but only 44 advanced today to the final stage placed sixth in .the Kentucky high
Special To The Ledger
fall.
last
"The four young men that
nament
Tuesthrough
today
place
takes
which
qualifying,
of
Former Murray State golfer Santie Koch made it
quali- have chosen to attend Murray
School.
High
Hopkinsville
of
Stevenson,
course.
through the first stage of qualifying for the Euro- day on the same
last fall and placed State University are excellent
Koch made it through by finishing with a total fied for the state tournament
pean Women's Tour with scores of
IS.
top
the
among
people and promising basl.. •
play44
of
group
the
of
part
78-70 in Mijas Costa. Spain at the score of 148 and is
Veal, who.plays at Henderson County High School. ball players.- Cronin said."
advance.
that
ers
La Cala Resort Golf Club.
tournament and was named assistants. Darren Savino, Chris
Koch is playing as a professional for the first won the 2nd Region golf
MSU head coach Velvet Milkseason.
this
all-state
Go in and Mitt Grady. h
man is corresponding via email time.
Wolfe, of Butler High School, qualified for the done a terrific job this yci
Golf
Men's
from Spain and says Santie played
strong Louisville region.
on the recruiting front. This is
The Murray State men's golf team announced the state tournament from a
a great second round to advance.
about the four student-athletes a very important class for
excited
very
"I'm
commonthe
within
from
golfers
four
of
"Santie is very confident right signing
Hunter Ford of who have decided to join our golf program at Mur- with live seniors graduati
now." Milkman said. "Par is 73 wealth to National Letters of Intent:
a big .recruiting
Garrett ray State." said MSU head coach Eddie Hunt. "All . We _needed
Hmkinsville,
of
Stevenson
James
_
here and she shot- three under today Paducah.
-- -ire -Outstandink- SffdenTs arid -.collie of the best play- year, so we are very preased7
Louisville.
of
Wolfe
Jared
and
Henderson
of
Veal
fantastic."
is
which
Ford. who golfs for Paducah-Tilghman High School. ers in the state of Kentucky."
There are 118 players in the
Koch

Skyhawks scalp Racers to stop 12-game skid

Former MSU golfer qualitiesfor women's European TOW'
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL ROUNDUP

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

Legendary rout

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

Boeheim, Syracuse stroll past Knight, Texas Tech
By The Associated Press
The matchup of two of the
winningest coaches in college
basketball history was never
much of a game.
Jim Boeheim got his 706th
career win and improved to 41 against Bob Knight as No.
16 Syracuse used a big run in
each half to run away to an
81-46 victory over Texas Tech
on Thursday night in the semifinals of the 2K Sports College Hoop Classic.
"Our defense was good and
active tonight," said Boeheim;
who celebrated his 61st birthday. "It boiled down to they
couldn't make any shots and
it just got away from them."
Texas Tech missed its first
12 shots and 16 of their first
17 in falling behind 20-4.
"Sometimes there is a turning point in a game," Knight
said. "This game was over in
the first five minutes."
The defending champion
Orange (3-0) will play Florida in the championship game
Friday night at Madison Square
Garden. The Gators advanced
with a 77-72 victory over No.
19 Wake Forest in the other
semifinal.
In other games involving
Top 25 teams. it was: No. 12
Memphis 87, No. 15 Alabama
76 and No. 18 UCLA 54. Temple 47.
Despite Syracuse's big win.
Boeheim thinks his team is far
from where he wants them. to
be.
-This game is a game you
just forget about." he said.
"When a team can't put the
ball . in the basket against you.
it is just a matter of time
before a game is out of control.
-We try to make this a complicated game. hut even my 5year-old knows that you just
have to put the ball in the
basket. We are nowhere that
good and they are nowhere
that had."
Gerry McNamara had 12
points and nine assists for Syracuse. which had six players
with at least eight points.
Diet Lowhorn scored to
bring_ Texas.. TAN:11_12-1f w ithin.
42-28 with 17:08 to play. then
the Orange went on a 21-3
run to - take a 63-31 lead With
9:13 to go. In that span. the
Red Raiders committed eight
turnovers against the
and Knight called two timeouts and there was also a TV
timeout. None of the talking
on the bench helped. Syracuse
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Friday's Games
m
Orlando at Cleveland 6 p.m.
Toronto at Boston, 6 30 p.m.
Philadelphia at Miami, 6:30 p.m
Atlanta at New Orleans, 7 p.m.
Utah at Phoenix. 8 p.m.
New York at Denver,8 p.m.
Detroit at Houston, 8:30 p.m.
Milwaukee at Sacramento, 9 p.m.
Golden State at Portland, 9 p.m.
Chicago at Seattle. 930 p.m.
L A Clippers at L.A. Lakers. 9:30 p.m.
Charlotte at Indiana 6 p

Wednesday's Gaines
Philadelphia 121. Toronto 115
Charlotte 122, Indiana 90
Seattle 113, Boston 100
Denver 91, New Orleans 81
Memphts 115. Phoenix 103
Portland 96. Chicago 93
L A Lakers 97. New York 92
Milwaukee 90. Golden State 87
Thursday's Games
Minnesota 109. Washington 98
Dallas 87. Atlanta 78
San Antonio 86. Houston 80

UK Hoops opens 2005-06
season Friday against IUPUI
AP Photo

the
Syracuse's Terrence Roberts (33) dunks the ball against Texas Tech during
won,
second halt Thursday at Madison Square Garden in New York. Syracuse
81-46.
The Tigers (2-0) kept Alabaled . by as many as 39 points always going to score 23," Flori(1-1) off balance all night
ma
said.
Donovan
Billy
coach
da
left.
5:15
with
-- 75-36
full-court
"Syracuse is really good," "We're just a team that's going with an aggressive
beat
said. Knight. whose lone, win to have different people step press and a fasthreak that
court
down
Tide
Crimson
the
nights."
different
on
against Boeheim was in the up
Green's long jumper was much of the game.. Memphis
1987 national championship
Gators' first field goal in advanced to the semifinals
the
Indigame. when he was with
ana. "They play the tone, as a 5:36 span. but Wake Forest against UCLA on Wednesday
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when
span
that
in their own thinking to how ing in
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to he playing."
At Los Angeles. Arron AfflaWake Forest coach Skip ProssFlorida 77,
er said. "That was the crucial lo scored 18 points and UCLA
No. 19 Wake Forest 72
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Special To The Ledger
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Kentucky opens its 32nd season
of women's basketball Friday
when it plays host to the IUPUI
Jaguars. Tip off is set for 6
p.m. CST in Memorial Coli
scum and the game will he
carried live on the Big Blue
Sports Network with Neil Price.
Free Mickie DeMoss Bobblehead dolls will be given away
to the first 200 fans.
The Cats' season opener
marks the first of four games
they will play in the next eight
days. The Wildcats will play
host to Stetson at 7 p.m. Tuesday before traveling to Malibu. Calif., Friday to compete
in theiwo-day Pe.pperdine Tournament.
Kentucky is 24-7 all-time
in season openers, having won
on opening day on each of its
last seven tries. The Wildcats,
who won both of their exhibition games in convincing fashion, are coming off a WN1T
semifinal appearance and an
18-16 record last season.
' UK returns eight letterwinners from last year's squad,
including three starters - sophomores Chante' Bowman,Sarah
Elliott and Samantha Mahoney.
Mahoney was named a preseason second-team all- Southruitt11,, while ,Erik Ramsey tossed in 13
points. Jordan Harrell finished with nine eastern Conference selection
points and nine rebounds. while Marcus after averaging 1(1.6 points per
Harrell had two points.
game and 3.2 rebounds per
The Warriors were I6-of-22 from the game during her freshman camfree throw line and were 4-of-19 from 3- paign. She was the squad's
point range.
leading scorer in SEC play.
Eastwood will play again tonight at averaging 12.5 ppg. Elliott post8:30 (CST).

pte

Eastwood rolls by Metro at Crusader Classic
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Bran'lean
lII.\1)ERSO\\
don Burgle had ;I team-high 1 points and
four rebounds. helping Eastwood Christian Acadmey to a h0-42 win mei Nash% ille
Metro C'hriStian at the Chick-11F A Crusader Classic.

13 edge
I. took .1
k it/
alter one quarter of play and led 31-22
at the break. Metro Christian pulled close
in the third quarter. trimming Eastwood's
advantage to 38-32. hut the Warriors
outscored Metro Christian 22-12 in the
tiourth quarter.
Helping out Burgie in the scoring
department was Day id Craig with 17

ed a team-high and UK freshman record 49 blocks last season.
The Cats hold a 1-0 advantage in the all-time series with
1UPUI.
TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED IT:

Lindy Suitor
iiiteen Kerrichlranice Agency
TO soyir on your home IMANOMCIP
COIWOCt Ia bow,

608

Mein St.• 753-5842

TV, radio
TODAY
AUTO RACING
5 p.m.
SPEED - NASCAR Nextel Cup
final practice tor
'
- Happy Hour Series
Ford 400 at Homestead Fla (same.
day tape)
7 p.m.
SPEED - NASCAR Craftsman Truck
Senes, Ford 200, at Homestead. Ra.
BOXING
10 p.m.
(18-0-0) vs. Ian
Dawson
SHO-Chad
Gardner (19-2•0), for vacant NABO
supermiddleweightchampionship. junior welterweights, Benjamin Flores (110-0) vs. Daniel Jimenez (13-1-11, at
New Haven. Conn
GOLF
2 p.m.
TGC-LPGA, ADT Championship,
second round. at West Palm Beach.
Fla
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2- Coaches vs Cancer
Classic, third place game. teams TBA
at New York
8 p.m.
ESPN2 - Coaches vs Cancer
Classic, Championship game. teams
'BA. at New York
•
NBA BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN - Orlando at Cleveland
e at Houston
pm
ESPN - Detroit
TENNIS
3 p.m.
ESPN2- ATP. Tennis Masters Cup
Shanghai round robin. at Shanghai
China (same-day tape)
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•Pannunzio

Questions & Answers

From Page 1 B
at
time
Pannunzio's
MSU, including a highly and
drug
publicized
weapons incident earlier
this year that resulted in
the head coach's two-week
suspension and the dismissal of running back Ron
Lane.
Ward said the off-the field issues, as well as the
Racers' performance on the
equally
were
field,
weighed in the context of
his decision.
"I think everything came
into consideration," he
explained. "I tried to look
at several factors: not at
just those things that have
happened in the last several _months, but over the
last several years. It Was

Spurs answer back on
Rockets' rally Thursday
By The Associated Press
Tracy McGrady made some key shots as
the Houston Rockets were rallying from a 20point deficit in the fourth quarter. The San
Antonio Spurs answered back each time.
Tim Duncan had 19 points and nine rebounds,
and Tony Parker added 17 points, helping the
Spurs hold off the Rockets 86-80 on Thursday
night. _
-We just have to make sure that we don't
make mistakes in the fourth quarter like we
did tonight," Parker said.
After Juwan Howard's layup cut Houston's
deficit to 64-52 with 2:58 left in the third
quarter, San Antonio scored the next eight
points to stretch their lead to 20. Robert Horry
scored the last six points of the run, capped
by a pair of ffee throws for a 72-52 lead with
11:19 remaining.
However,the Rockets scored six straight points
to cut the deficit to 14 on David Wesley's
jumper with 9:43 left, and McGrady's first 3pointer made it 75-66 with just over 5 minutes remaining.
Horry followed with a 3 that pushed the
Spurs' lead back to 12 with 3:50 left. Just 41
seconds later, McGrady's second 3 pulled the
Rockets within 78-71.
"(McGrady) scares me from the time 1 get
up in the morning until the game ends." Spurs
coach Gregg Popovich said. "He's done it game
after game after game. ... He's confident. He
single-handedly brought them back."
In the only other games, it was: Minnesota 109, Washington 98: and Dallas 87, Atlanta
78.
After Parker's jumper gave San Antonio a
nine-point lead. McGrady's three-point play c4t
it to six with 2:24 remaining. Manu Ginobili,
who had 15 points and four steals. and Parker each hit two free throws push the Spurs'
lead to 84-74 with 1:46 left.
Houston didn't get closer than seven until
Luther Head's 3 with 15 seconds remaining
finished the scoring.
"I'm just happy we got a win," said Horry,
who had 16 points.
McGrady led Houston with a game-high 27
points and 12 rebounds, but was held to 0,7
shooting in the first half. Yao Ming had 19
points, but just one in the second half.
San Antonio, which shot 46 percent compared to Houston's 38.9 percent, dominated on
defense and inside, scoring 52 points in the
paint.
"They are just better, than us right, now."
Rockets coach Jeff Van Onndy said. -There
are some things we need to do better to get
They
-to that level they are at right now.
just dominated us going to the basket tonight.
They drove by us at will and pick and rolled
us to death."
McGrady credited the Spurs' Bruce Bowen,
who guarded him most of the - night, in helping stop the surge.
"Facing a guy like Bruce Bowen. you just
have to try to block everything out and concentrate on the moment-," MeGi-ady said. "That's

just a culmination of the
last five years."
Despite any perceived
differences of opinion.
Ward insisted that he and
Pannunzio have maintained
a healthy working relationship since the former
North Texas administrator
was hired to lead MSU's
athletics department last
spring.
"Joe and I have had a
great relationship," noted
Ward. "I've truly enjoyed
working with him, even
through some of the difficult things we've had to
deal with. Even though
we've not always seen eyeeverything,
on
to-eye
we've always been able to
work
communicate and
through those issues.

t
"1 sincerely want pi
think Joe for his serviC
to the university and
wish him the very best it)
coaching
future
his
•
endeavors."
Meanwhile. Ward said
MSU's search for its third
coach in the last nine yeat",i1
will begin immediately.
"My No. I priority .is
to find the best coach oil'
there that provides the he
fit for Murray State.7
claimed Ward. who sai:d
his search would span the
Division I-A ranks, as well
as other levels of college
football, to find what will
be the school's 16th head
coach. "I'm leaving all of
my optioni. open. Wherever that leads, that's fine
with .me.-

•Racers ...
ior Tim Wright, who had both
attempts blocked and returned
that
drive
66-yard
a 9-play,
for
touchdowns in the span of
appeared to energize a strugjust over two minutes of the
gling Racer squad.
second quarter.
But things started falling
With just over eight minapart for Murray on the next
remaining in the half. the
utes
sophoMartin possession, as
were stopped on three
Racers
more tailback Donald Chapplays deep in their own
straight
gamehis
of
32
man rushed for
forcing Wright to punt
territory,
high 229 yards on eight carfrom his own end zone. Senior
34-yard
9-play
the
ries during
Jason Coleman ripped through
drive that ended with his 8MSU line, got a hand on
yard touchdown run — the the
ball and recovered it in
the
first of his four scores on the
the end zone in one motion
night.
a UTM touchdown and a
The game remained a 7-7 for
21-7
lead.
tie at the end of the first quarwent from bad to
Things
chance
any
ter of play. But
Racers on their
the
for
worse
the Racers had of staying in
next possession, as a pass from
ended
effectively
contest
the
backup QB Ryne Salyer was
on their next possession, when
intercepted by Martin cornerquarterback Ken Topps fumback Jack Greenwood. On the
bled on a scramble up the midnext play, Chapman rumbled
dle. The loose ball was recovfrom 2 yards out to make
in
real
the
ered -by Martin. but
score 28-7.
the
MSU's hopes
damage to
UTM capped the scoring
play,
the
of
end
the
occurred at
flurry by forcing another punt
when the 6-foot. 190-pound
by Wright. The kick was
Topps suffered a broken wrist
blocked and scooped up on the
that sidelined him for the rest
by sophomore Brian
bounce
of the game.
who raced 13 yards
Kissel],
immeThe Skyhawks took
way for the Skyother
the
diate advantage of the Racers'
fifth touchdown and a
hawks'
plays
eight
misfortune, using
35-7 lead.
to move 39 yards for their sec"When you play good teams,
-yard
1
a,
—
touchdown
ond
can't do some of the things
you
plunge by quarterback Brady
did tonight," Pannunzio
we
Wahlberg with 13:19 left in
"You just can't keep
explained.
the second quarter that began
mistake, after mistake
making
the UTM onslaught.
like we have—this year. -That
"When we lost Ken,that realtype of thing has killed us all
ly killed us." said Pannunzio
season."
caller,
signal
oft-injured
of his
The Racers' finally broke
who played just two full games
the UTM string near the end
all season and was playing in
of the half, when wide receiv_his first.game since a Homeer Daniel Rumley caught a 16coming loss to Eastern Illinois
yard touchdowns strike from
on Oct. 22. "We just couldn't
to close the gap to 35Salyer
do much after that."
the intermission.
at
14
a
stymied
Topps' absence
Murray would score once
Racer offense that has strugmore, as freshman Will Wernto
season
the
of
gled much
er raced 78 yards off a blocked
put points on the board.
punt. But Chapman would score
MSU's struggles bn the
more in the second half
twice
offensive end led to two disthe Martin rout.
complete
to
astrous punt attempts from jun-

From Page 1 B

AP Photo
Houston's Yao Ming stands over San Antonio's Tim Duncan holding his right ankle
on the floor after steping on another
player's foot in the fourth quarter in the
SBC Center in San Antonio, Texas, Thursday.
a tough night of work. He's one of the premier defenders in this league and on a fresh
night, he's going to make your night miserable."
Mavericks 87, Hawks 78
Josh Howard had 25 points and five blocked
shots, and Dirk Nowitzki added 20 points and
13 rebounds, helping host Dallas extend Atlanta's
season-opening losing streak to eight games.
Keith Van Horn added 14 points for the
Mavericks, who improved to 3-0 at home and
6-2 overall.
Zaza Pachulia led the Hawks with 21 points
and 12 rebounds. Atlanta and the Toronto Raptors are the league's only winless teams —
both at 0-8.
Timbenvolves 109, Wizards 98
Kevin Garnett had 25 points. 13 rebounds
and nine assists, and Richie Frahm hit key
shots in the fourth quarter, as Minnesota beat
visiting Washington to snap a two-game losing
streak.
Wally Szczerbiak scored.17,points. and Frahm
and Troy Hudson added 16. Six Timberwolves
players scored in double figures.
Gilbert Arenas had -33 points and Caron
Butler added 15 for Washington, which has
lost two straight. The Wizards had five players in double figures.

Bears brawl: Why mama said
don't lie in the first place
By JIM LITKE
AP Sports Columnist
The boys-will-be-boys slant
on this story doesn't work anymore. Or the part about the
harmless fib. either. No way.
Not with what we know
now.
What ballplayers do on their
days off is nobody's business,
short of requiring a call to the
cops — and this one didn't.
But when a secret gets stripped
as bare as the nasty brawl
between Chicago Bears linemen Olin Kreutz and Fred
Miller, well, good luck trying
to stop that from becoming
everybody's business,
As episodes in had judgment go, it's not even the season's best. That remains the
Minnesota Vikings' lurid reenactment of "The Love Boat"
on Lake Minnetonka, which
took planning and a supporting cast.
But expect the highlights
(or lowlights) from this one to
make it into next season's NFL
rookie orientation programs.
maybe as an icebreaker to open
the afternoon session of "Conflict Resolution Between Teammates."
And while the league is at
it, maybe someone should cut
up the highlights of how the

•• •

Bears organization handled the
story, from president Ted
Phillips all the way down. Then
show it during an owner's meeting. right after introducing the
session entitled, "When Clamming Up May Not Be in Your
Best Interests."
Yet that's what the principals in the Nov. 7 brawl tried
to do, clam up. Miller, who
suffered a broken jaw and
missed last Sunday's game,
originally explained the injury
away with a concocted story
about a fall while wandering
around his house in the middle of the night. That wasn't
even close to true.
Turns out Miller and Olin
Kreutz. whose souvenir from
the bout was a I2-stitch gash
on his head, joined several
other teammates on their day
off for a field trip to an FBI
facility in North Chicago. There,
they fired guns at a shooting
range to their heart;* content,
then walked over to a picnic
area for a barbecue and beers
with some agents.
In FBI parlance. this is
known as an "outreach program," and it happens maybe
once a month with a select group
of private citizens. What happened at the end of this one,
though, is that Miller and Kreutz
reached out and tried to knock

BUYING
Scrap Metal - Aluminum Cans- Scrap Cars
-Will pick up cars
Roll-off Containers Available

KEY AUTO PARTS

753-5562
1850 HWY. 121 SOUTH •

each other's blocks off.
Since nobody called the local
cops — and why would you
need to with nearly a dozen
FBI agents on hand? — the
story didn't get out.
Then it did.
That's why mama told you
not to lie in the first place;
ducking responsibility means
all those things you hoped to
avoid never go away, they just Staff Report
wait until the worst possible Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway County Middle
moment to roost.
Once the lie began unrav- School's eighth grade boys'
eling. it left Bears coach Lovie basketball team suffered their
Smith to explain how he could first loss of the season on
have fallen for such a whop- Thursday night despite a late
per, and caused his higher-ups rally.
to go mute. Teammates, meanNorth Marshall Middle
while, were subjected to ques- School handed the Lakers a
tions about distractions, which
41-37 defeat. Calloway was
became self-fulfilling propheby Grant Williams with
sies the third time a player paced
12 points and Josh Humphreys
had to answer the same one.

1•PrirleSSTE Marlin
RACERS 21
7 0 6-20
7
7 28 7 7 — 49
Rrst Quarter
MSU — Cook 5 run (Crass kick),
829
UTM — D Chapman Stun (T Brown
kick). 333
Second Quarter
UTM — Wahiberg 1 run (T Brown
kick). 13 19
UTM — Coleman 0 blocked punt
return (T.Brown kick). 8.36
UTSI — D.Chapman 2 run (T Brown ;
kick), 7 37.
UTM — Kissel 13 blocked punt return
(TBrown lock). 604
MSU — Rumiey 16 pass from Salyer
(Crass kick). 1'34
Third Quarter
UTM — D Chapman 2 run IT Brown
kick). 630
Fourth Quarter
MSU — Werner 78 punt return (kick
failed), 12 47
UTIA — D Chapman 3 run (T Brown
kick). 2-26
A — 2.543
Murray St
Tenn -Martin

TEAM STATISTICS
MSU UTM' 19
12
First downs
36-12753-250 ,
Rushes-yards
60
68
Passing
7-24-3 6-10-0' Comp-Aft-Int
•
73
108._
Return Yards
4-163 5-31 8 ,
Punts-Avg
0-0 •
2-1
Fumbles-Lost
11-82 11-113
Penalties-Yards
24 44 35 16
Time of Possession
•••

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING — Murray St.. Cook 18-84
Chaney 7-30, Topps 4-17. Marchrnarr
1-9. Turner 4-(minus 1). Salyer 2(minus 12) Tenn.-Martin. D Chapman
47-229, Wahlberg 5-22 Team 1-(minu•s.
1).
PASSING — Murray St.. Salyer 5-20- •
55. Topps 2-3-0-13 Turner
2,
Tenn.-Martin, Wahlberg 6-10-0-60
RECEIVING — Murray St.. Rumlev
37. Marchrnan 2-25, Baxter 1-6 Tenn.Martin. Stephens 3-30. Perry 1.18:
D.Chapman 1-12 Kissel 1-2

774,1117ftt
181
•w

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield

North Marshall hands
CCMS eighth grade boys
first loss of season

$$ CP-33 Field Borders $$
Turd of low yields along field borders?
Looking to bring wildlife to your working farm?
cP-33 is a relatively new federal program aimed at answer-

ing both those questions. Data shows yield decreases an
average of 33% in the first 42 feet of fields bordering large
trees. The CP-33 program allows you to enroll 30'to 120'of
the edges around your crop fields into Continuous CRP.
These field borders will be planted into Native Warm Season
Grasses and forbs that will give critical habitat to the
Bobwhite Quail, rabbits, and other grassland birds. You will
also get an annual rental payment. up to 90% cost-share to
install the border, and a onetime signup incentive payment of
$100 per acre. If you have a field with cropping history 4 of
6 years from 1996-2001 and are interested in getting paid to
help bring back the bobwhite, contact your Calloway County
USDA Farm Service Agency office at (270)753-5151 and
ask about the CP.33 program,Also feel free to contact your
local KY Dept. of Fish and Wildlife biologist for information
at (270)821-4430 ext. 4.
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with nine. Justin Hill tossed
in six points, while Austin
Lilly tacked on five Wes Hounshell tossed in four points and
Reid McDaniel added one to
round out scoring for the Lakers.
The Lakers will play at
Graves County High School
on Friday at 7:30 .p.m.

1-800-363-4720

ES, INC.
BETTER BUILT GARAG
TRUST!
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN
Family Owned & Operated Since 1987

1-888-852-3451 • 270-674-5530 • Melber. KY
CHECK THESE FEATURES:
A 4 concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B 12 tooting
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolts in
concrete
E Treated bottom
plates
F Constr. gr.
studs
G. 7/16 0.S B
undersiding
Masonite wood or vinyl siding
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I Sell-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft O.C.
J 1/2' plywood/O.S.B.
K Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
-c-Li N M. Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
fascia
2x4
o
aluminum covered
P. 2x10 headers
o 4x4 raised curb
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We offer you. FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE
vinyl siding
Deluxe Models
Deluxe Models w/ hardboard siding
57.275
66,775 1 1/2 CAR (12x20)..
11/2 CAR (12x20)
57.975
57.575 2 CAR (I8x20)......
2 CAR (18x20)
$8.375
57.995 (22x22)
LARGE CAR (22x22)
58.47f.
$8.075 2 1/2 CAR (24424)
2 1/2 CAR (24;124)
59.175
38.775 LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)
410.975
510.575 LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x36).
(24x36)
511.475
511.075 LARGE 3 CAR (30x30)
LARGE 3 CAR (301130)
515.2”
514.875 (30x40)
(30x40)
PLUS OFF-LEVEL LOT - CALL US'
Check us out online for custom-built garages
and portable buildings at www.bbgarages corn
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House passes sweeping budget cut bill in wee hours
dy ANDREW TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) -House
Republicans sweated out a victory on a
major budget cut bill in the wee hours
Friday. sal% aging a major pillar of their
agenda despite divisions within the
party and nervousness among moderates that the vote could cost them in
next year's elections.
The bill. passed 217-215 after a 25minute-long roll call, makes modest but
politically painful cuts across an array
of programs for the poor. students and
fanners.
The victory on the deficit-control
bill came hours after an embarrassing
and rare defeat on a $602 billion spending bill for education, health care and
job training programs this year. The
earlier 224-299 vote halted what had
been a steady drive to complete annual
appropriations hills freezing many
agency budgets.
The broader budget bill would slice
almost $50 billion from the deficit by
the end of the decade by curbing rapidly growing benefit programs such as
Medicaid. titod stamps and student loan
subsidies. Republicans said reining . in
such programs whose costs spiral
upward each year automatically s the
first step to restoring fiscal discipline.
"This unchecked spending is growing fasterthan our economy,faster than
inflation, and far beyond our means to
sustain it." said Budget Committee

Chairman Jim Nussle, R-Iowa.
Both bills are part of a campaign by
Republican leaders to burnish their
party's budget-cutting credentials as
they try to reduce a deficit swelled by
spending on the Iraq war and Hurricane
Katrina.
The budget plan squeaked through
after an all-day search by Speaker
Dennis Hasten, R-111.. and Acting
Majority Leader Roy Blunt, R-Mo., to
round up votes from reluctant moderates and other lawmakers uneasy with
the bill.
House leaders now face arduous
talks with the Senate, which passed a
much more modest plan earlier this
month. Negotiators face difficult negotiations over Arctic drilling, Medicaid
and student loans, among other .issues
Fourteen Republicans. Votedincluding several who had harshly condemned the bill in the days leading up
to the tote. Rep. Mark Kennedy, RMinn. — who faces a challenging
Senate race -- cast the decisive vote.
Then, Energy
and
Commerce
Committee Chairman Joe Barton. RTexas, only reluctantly followed with
the final "aye" vote. He was upset over
a decision by Hasten to drop a longsought provision to open the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge. known as
ANWR. to oil drilling and sent a clear
signal he would not vote for a final bill
without the drilling plan.
To win House approval. Hastert

ordered modest concessions on plans to
limit eligibility for food stamps and
require the poorest Medicaid patients to
pay more for their care. He ordered
killed a provision to deny free school
lunches to about 40.000 children whose
parents would lose their food stamps. Those changes and other promises
won the votes of lawmakers who had
earlier registered opposition to the hill,
including James Walsh, R-N.Y., Vernon
Ehlers. R-Mich., and Sherwood
Boehlert. R-N.Y.
The biggest concession came
Thursday evening when Walsh won
language permitting food stamp recipients making the transition to work to
continue to be able to receive non-cash
benefits for child care, transportation
and housing without losing their nutrition beneliis. .
An earlier 224-209 vote against a
$602 billion spending bill for health,
education and labor programs disrupted
plans by the Republican leaders to complete work on freezing many agency
budgets through next September.
'Fhe afternoon vote was the first time
in 10 years the House has rejected a
final 'House-Senate compromise on a
spending bill and the episode exposed
weaknesses in the GOP leadership team
after former Majority Leader Tom
DeLay, R-Texas-, was forced to step
down from his leadership post after his
indictment on money laundering and
conspiracy charges.

DeThocrats were unanimous in
opposing the one-year appropriations
bill.
The companion deficit-reduction bill
also drew unanimous opposition from
Democrats, who objected to both cuts
in programs for the poor and the fact
that the deficit-reduction bill would
increase the .deficit when combined
with a tax slated for a vote later that
would extend tax cuts on capital gains
and dividend income due to expire at
the end of 2008.
"Name just one religion in the world
that preaches the value of asking the
most of those who have the least and
asking nothing of those who have the
most," said Chet Edwards, 1)-Texas.
"Sadly. that is what this budget does."
Republicans who voted "no" included Jim Rainstad of Minnesota. Tim
Johnson of Illinois and Nancy Johnson,
Christopher Shays and Rob Simmons
of Connecticut.
That overall bill would cut the
deficit through a combination of new
revenues front auctioning television airwaves to wireless companies and myriad cuts to entitlement programs like
Medicaid.
The earlier concession to moderates
involved leaving co-payments for the
poorest Medicaid beneficiaries at $3
instead of raising them to $5. A provision denying Medicaid nursing home
benefits to people with home equity of
$500,(/)0 was modified by raising the

cap to 5750.000.
Those changes came on top of concessions last week when Republican
leaders, to appease moderates in their
party. dropped provisions to open
ANWR to oil drilling and to allow
states to lift a moratorium on oil drilling
off the Atlantic and Pacific coasts.
Despite the changes. the core of the
five year, $50 billion deficit-reduction
bill remains intact. The num recent
changes only chipped away at more
than MO million in cuts realized
through cutting 300,000 working families from the food stamp program.
On Medicaid, the hill would generate almost $12, billion in savings
through new cost-sharing burdens on .
beneficiaries and by letting states scale
back coverage. It also would tighten
rules designed to limit the ability of elderly people-to- shed assets to qualify fir
nursing home care. The hill also
reduce!: pharmacy profit margins and
encourage pharmacies to issue generic
drugs.
On student loans, pros ision to
increase interest rates and fees paid by
student and parent borrowers would
contribute to $14.3 billion in savings.
The deficit-reduction hill is the first
effort in eight years to take on the automatic growth of mandatory programs
like Medicaid. which'make up about 55
percent of the budget- Ry comparison,
the annual appropriations hills fund
about one-third of the budget.

Dozens killed in suicide attacks on mosque
BAGHDAD, Iraq (API — Suicide bombers
killed 65 worshippers at two Shiite mosques near
the Iranian holder Friday .while in Baghdad two
car bombs destroyed the blast wall protecting a
hotel housing international journalists and killed
eight Iraqis.
The suicide attackers targeted the Sheik Murad
mosque and the Khaniqin Grand Mosque in
Khanaqin. 90 miles northeast of Baghdad, as
dozens of people were attending Friday prayers,
police said. Se% enty-five people were wounded in
addition to the 65 killed, the police command said.
The blasts near the Hamra hotel in Baghdad
knocked down the concrete walls protecting the
hotel and blew out window'. but did no structural
damage to the hotel. However they brought down
several other buildings and left a large crater in.the
road. Firefighters and U.S. troops joined residents
in digging through the debris for victims.
- The attack would be the against a hotel housing
international iournalists since the (k-t. 24 triple

vehicle bomb attack against the Palestine Hotel.
where The Associated Press; Fox News and other
organizations live and work.
"What we have here appears to be two suicide
car bombs (that) attempted to breach the security
wall in the vicinity of the hotel complex. and I
think the target was the Hamra Hotel," U.S. Brig.
Gen. Karl Horst told reporters at the scene.
Gunfire followed the blasts, which came less
than a minute apart and echoed throughout downtown Baghdad.
Saad al-Ezi. an Iraqi journalist with The Boston
Globe, was inside the hotel.
'They were trying to penetrate•by displacing
the blast barriers behind the hotel and then get to
the hotel." he said. "I woke up to a huge explosion
which broke all the glass and displaced all the US soldiers secure the area where two suicide car bombers detonated vehicles in
Baghdad. Iraq in a residential district, with a hotel housing foreign journalists. The blast
window and doors frames:At first the target appeared to be an interior was also close to an Interior Ministry building at the center of a torture dispute. At least
ministry building where U.S. troops on Sunday six people were killed and 43 injured in the blast near the Hamra hotel in
the Jadriyah
found about 170 detainees.
district, officials said.

Peppers Automotive
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2005 Dodge Grand Caravan SE White, 25K miles 1GP5682
$16,750
1115 Dodge Durango X11 4x1- White, 27K. GP5663
$21.500
1115 GMC 2500 HO X Cab - Black. 9K miles, #GP56137
$21,995
216fad bpierer - Tar 'OK
/6P5680
119,995
2111Fad MI Club Xl1 411 Diesel- Blue. 13K miles, #GP5683 $29,986
INV kip15110uad SIT - Gray. only 10K miles. 1C15126A
$16,850
XIV OulpImpST - Black DVD,20K miles. #GP5666 $20,450
2INFsF1-4x4Gceen,17K mks./IBM.
$22,995
INCEN,XI-Whit 19K mks,EMMA.........
$20,988
2WI big Nib-Sher,32K mks,MOIL
$9.995
21118Nue.161(
.................$14,995
TsphImps- Ta,1misjIT56&
$12.495
2014 Choy latiblazer IS -Blue.
..
$16,995
2004 Chevy Avalanche - BICK.;GP5679
$23.995
2003 GMC 1500 X Cab SIE - Maroon. 77K miles. 1C14339k
$14,750
2003 Chevy Trailblazer LIZ- Burgundy, 34K miles. #CC5259A
$19,995
2003 Ford Explorer XII -While,44K miles. #C14153 ... „ $18,983
2003 Dodge Caravan - Maroon.62K miles. #GC15279A
$8,850
2003 Fonl bluslang - Red 50K miles. #TC5753B..............$11,995
2003 Ford Explorer 45X miles, #GC5489A.
$14.995
2003 Cadillac Escalade SUV - Blac,k 39K miles.#TT6060A .
$32,995
2002 Nissan Xterra XE - Burgandy. 38K miles. #C15320A.
$11,886
2002 Dodge Dakota Qui - Mack,50K mites,*GT5724A.
$15.750
2002 Ford Ranger Ex Cab XI.T- V-6. Auto., Tan. 53K miles. 1C16009A $9,995
2002 Dodge 1500 Quad SIT -4x4, Mute,73K miles. #C152700
$16.150
2002 Chevy Suburban - Burgundy. 55K mks.SGT466A.
$21,995
2001 Toyota 1Runner - Silver. 44K miles,05610
$17,995
2001 Mitsubishi Moan LTD - White. 83X miles. #GC558413
613.995
2001 Lincoln Naviipter-Tan. 55K mi.. I1'C5782A.
$18,995
2000 Dodge 1500 X Cab -Silver.52K miles, C15284C
$11.995
2111 GMC Safari- White 66K Mi. #C152806
17,995
Chryslu*apt-Silver 54X miles,/MOM
$6.995
NI Chevy Tahoe-White. 76K miles 1GT577A.
$14995
103K miles. 1175806A
MN Nissan Maxima $8,995
119 Dodge Durango SIT 4x4- Red. Light Rack. only 68K mi., #6P5691.....
110.985
1111 Chrry Nierado XCab 171 - Black, 113K miles, #GP5661A.
$8,995

CARS - CARS - CARS
2005 Chrysler 300 LTD - Cool vanilla. 18K miles. 0GP5754
2005 Chrysler 300 LTD - Silver, 26K miles, 0GP5755
2005 Chevy Malibu IS - Burgundy. V-6, 5K miles. 0GP5741
2005 Cadillac Deville - White. 7K miles. #GC6182A
2005 Chevy Malibu Classic - Burgundy. 16K miles. #GP5726
2005 Chevy Malibu LS - Black. V-6.SK miles. #GP5739
2005 Chevy Malibu Classic - White. 20K miles. #GP5727
2005 Chevy Malibu Classic - Tan, 10K miles. 0GP5725
2005 Pontiac 66 GT -White. 16K miles. #GP5724
2005 Chevy Impala IS - White. 28K miles. #GP5710
2005 Chevy Impala - Gray. 28K miles. ,GP5707
2005 Chevy Monte Carlo - Tan. 28K miles. 0GP5708
, 2005 Chevy Impala - Blue, 30K miles. #GP5711
2004 Cadillac CTS - Platinum. 29K miles. 0GC5518A
2004 Hyundai Elantra GT - Silver, 30K miles. #TC6136A
2004 Ford Mustang 40th Anniversary Special - Burgundy, Only
22K miles. tCC6005A
2004 Chrysler PT Cruiser - Auto • local 1 owner. burgundy. 18K
miles. #GP5681A
2004 Chevy Corvette - Silver. 11K miles. #G15395A
2003 Mitsubishi Diamonte IS - Silver. only 37K miles, #GT5624B
2003 Chevy Monte Carlo -_Silver. 54K miles, #GP5722
2003 Toyota Corolla CE - Burg., Auto. 60K miles. #GP5667B
2003 Nissan Maxima - Gray, 50K miles, #CT5312B
2002 Cadillac Deville - White, 44K miles. #GC6194A
2002 Chrysler Sebring LXI - Burgundy, 4 door. V-6, #GP5749 •
2002 Cadillac STS - White, 61K miles, #TC6122A
2002 Chevy Impala - Impala, Black, 75K miles, #CT5321A
2001 Chevy Cavalier Z24- Blue, 63K miles. 0GC5072A
2001 Dodge Stratus ES - V6, Blue, 65K miles, #GP5751

Disclaimer: All p ices plus lax title

Log on to:
for
vehicle photos
license additional 564 50 doc fee included

'Whatever It Takes. We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company.

PstP- Piecc
Automotive Group Used Cars 8 Trucks

TRUCKS - TRUCKS - TRUCKS
2005 Chevy Silverado Crew 171 - White, 25K miles, #GT6240A
2005 Dodge Dakota Quad 4x4 Laramie - Red. V-8. Local 1 owner.
8K miles. #CT5276A
2004 Nissan Frontier X Cab XE - Black. 11K miles. #GP5721
2004 Chevy Silverado 2500 Diesel 4x4 - Red. 23K miles.
#TC6125A
2004 Toyota Tundra Ltd. X Cab - Gray, 10K miles. #GP5702
2004 Ford F250 X Cab Diesel - Blue, 12K miles, #GP5683
2003 Cheiy Silverado LS - White, 32K miles. 0TT5617A
2003 Dodge Dakota Quad - Burgundy. 35K miles. #775750ik
2002 Toyota Tundra XCab Ltd. - Green, 59K miles. 1GT603013
2001 Ford Ranger Ext Cab XLT - Black, V6. Auto.. 84K miles
2000 GMC Sierra Z71 X Cab Stepside - Pewter, 72K miles.
*GP5730
1999 GMC Sierra ill - Pewter, 102K miles, CT6017A

VANS & SINS - VANS & SUVS
2005 Jeep Wrangler Rubican - Blue. dual tops. 18K miles,
oGP5750
2005 Chevy Suburban LT - eviter, 11K miles. OTC6053A
2005 Dodge Grand Caravan SE - Rear A/C. #GP5682
2004 Toyota Highlander 4W0- Blue, 33K miles. CP5748
2004 Chevy Tahoe IS - Silver, 35K miles. IG15810A
2003 Buick Rendezvous CX - Platinum, 60K miles. OGP5743
2003 Ford Expedition - Red.64K miles, ITT6143A
2003 Chevy Trail Blazer IT Ext. - Tan,60K miles. 3rd row sea'
*C.152=.8:4
2002 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo - Local 1 owner. gray.
sGP57'4A
2001 GMC Yukon - White 78K miles. 0GP5614B
2001 Mitsubishi Montero LTD - AWD. white/silver. leather
#GP5715A
2001 Chevy Venture IS - Silver. 51K miles. ICT5312A
2000 Jeep Wrangler Sahara - White. auto.. NC. CP5746
2000 GMC DenaliiGP56E8A
2000 Dodge Durango SIT - Biue. 3rd seat. 64K miles. O'6P568:
1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee LTD 414 - Maroon. 88K Miles
0TC5732B
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